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_1_. _~a~kl!,'rOuIld'.Cto",S,'"'''"I,[· _____________ _ 3 
mass using ABAQUSjExplicit 5.8 in whi.:-h the geometry of the explosive was 
ooru;idered. Grobbdaar and Nurick [4] modelled cylinder-shaped (CY) explosiv~ 
of a range of rat jet; of heightrdiamcWI shown ill figure 1.2. In figure 1.2, the 
minimum ratio of explosive diamet& to thidtncss represents a thin cylinder in 
diagram A and a maximum ratio n''PI"eoont~ a thicker explosive in diagram B. 
D1!H1= 16 D2/H2 = 1 7 
• 






Figurp 1.2; Figure showing range of diameter to thipkncss ratio of CY P.xpi08ive. 
The main objective of carrying out this cUITent research however, is to extend 
the work carried out experimentally by Nurick and Radford :2] (\lId nUllll'xically 
by Grobbdaar amI Nurir.k [4] ill order to investigate experiruelltully, thoorctically 
and numerically the influence of othP.r shapes of explosives. The mechanism of 
expansion and the prediction of shock-wave p.-ofilcs from the C'.xplosin;s during 
amI aftPl"detonationareboth investigat.ed theon'tically and numPl"ically, in ordC';r 
to further Wlderstand the load distribution on stfU(.i:ure.;. Thc dimcD~ion8 and 
shapes of t he three explosives investigated in this work are shown in figure L3. 
In order to investigate the effects of shape of the C'.xplooivcs, masscs of the 
CY, TC and fTC explosives are h'pt equal and the deformat ion of thc plate 
and impulse compared foc each shape of expiUlive_ TIle masse;, diarneten;, and 
hl'ight of the cylinder acplooives in thi.; work are within the range of masscs 
with those lL~W in K urick and Radford [2] with a minimum and maximum mas:; 
of 2.6g and i'i.9g respectively. The burn diarrlt..>ter it; aloo imw;tigated in this 
work. As dcfiuw by Nuric.k and Radford [2]. the hurn diameter is a hOlmdary 











1. Background to Study 





D: ranges from 18mm 
to 33mm 
H: ranges from 2 06mm 
to 10,56mm 
Truncated-Cone Explosive 
(6) D1, ranges from 12,6mm 
to 23.1mm 
H1' ranges from 2.97mm 
to 14.47mm 






H1: ranges from 2.97mm 
to 14.47mm 












1. Hack;;round lo St udy 
• 
• 
Figure 1.4: Figure showing burn diamAt'l[ C8.w;Hd by blast load. 
1.:3 ~.rethodology 
Outlines of th" mAthodology that is ('lliploy",i in this I'.urk in order lo experi-
mentally, analytically and llIUllPIically iIlwstigat" th~ influ~n(>J of shap" of solid 
explu;ives on a structure are given below as follows: 
1. The expt'rim~ntal wurk ~ a stand-off op<'O"ation in whirll a ]JOlystyr''Ile foam 
of thickness 20 mm is plac.'<i hAtwP<>Jl th .. plat .. top sUTfac<J and thp pxplooive 
and carried out in a blast laboratory. Th .. ~tand-off di~tll.I>Ce bAtWf"l'Il tl'" 
explosive and the plate is uncha.ng<>d throughout th .. "xpPIim"llt. ThA 
lype of explosives usro in this resea.rch is plastic explosive (PE4). Each 
explosive is detonated at the cent"'" of thA top surfac<J as ~hown in figure 
1.3. Plastic moulds with varying dimensions are used to form the varioUB 
shapes of explosiv,¥'.. The largel slructure in lhis work is mild steel plale of 
marnet(,J: lOOmm and lhickness 1.5= which are kept uniform throughout 
the (!l(]J< .... i:ment~. Values of the "enual (mid]JOint) d,"[ormation, plale profile 
and impuls" aIp rPCOrdPd. 
2. The various sbapffi of shock-waves generated by lhe explosives during and 
aft, .... detonation, are theoretically and analytically investigated. The det-
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2. Literat.ure Review n 
_-,glo . ive 
(A) Met31linercompri.ing 
shaped charge 
(S) Formation ofi et 
and .I~g 
\ I 
(C) Extension of jet in flight 
(D) Perforation of tar get 
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Figure 2.4: Figure showing schematic of an ideal detonation proc8';S of a &olid 
expim;ive [21]. 
VD =C+Up (2.3) 
Equation 2.3 ;5 referred to as the e-.J condition, where C and Up are the char-
acteristic 80und 5peed and particle wlocity respectiwly. Figure 2.5 shows the 
state of an explosive during the prQC<N; of detonation <l& given in Cooper and 
Kurowski [31]. The point A shov." the ~tate of the explooive with no sh:>ck 
whilst. (C) shov.ll the state of t.he material illlder the initial 8hock pre;s1.lre. t.he 
Von-N"uf'.I11(Lnn pr~ure. At (C), the explooive is 8t.ill not readed but highly 
compressed and aL'!O at elevated tem)X'xatUI€S. 
The condition of the f'.xplosive at point (e) triggers the chemical reaction 
and hence the process of ,let.onatjon. The hugoniot of the detonation products 
is ddined along EBD whilst the hugoniot of the unreacted explo8ive at. elevated 
pressure is ,!.>lined along APe. The lines ABC and AED, are defined Wl Rayleigh 
liues. Thffie are linps showing the relationship between the initial and final state 
on a PreEisure-Volume plane. Point (B) is reff'XIed t.o as the C-J point, the point 
at which the !(Lws of con.'lf'xvat.ion of rn.ass, momentum and energy are applicable. 
The slope of the Rayleigh line is given as _Yl/y2 and that at any other point 
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Detonator Copper Wall 






























































wave DrE~S·urE!-tlme curve 
u--{ - y-l -1 (y-l)/2y } 
u=Q y 
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2. Literature RpxiHw 
, ',_ { 9&0[1 + (r$-) lOJW1/3 " ) _ 1 (1-" 
T,Z, [1 + ( z )3]~5[1 + ( z )"]05[1 + (Z)]05 ,5 om ~.74 ' ,f 
33 
(:L)'3) 
where P(Z) is the incident pressure snd T(Z) is the time of the JX'Sitive blast 
wave. 
2.3.3 Estimating" Tmpulse of Blast 
13imha et al [6], carried out numerical studies in an attempt to model the overall 
defonll;j.tion of a circular plat" of fix,-,d boundary condition. The explosive v.as 
centrally placed on a polystyrene a~ Shov;'11 axi-s:y:rnmetricolly in figure 2.14. 
Figure 2.14: Scllematk diagram of Bim!m's model l61. 
Values of (~) ranging from 0.15 to 0.6 wit,h severw impulses 1'(l.Ilging from 
values caUEing Mode r to Mode II failures were ooru;idered in [61- Given the 
area of interaction, the total pressure and duration of blast, the impulse t;iven 
in oquation 2,:l4 can be estimated. 



































































2. L·ileruture Review :J7 
2.4.1 Eff[~ct.ive rnass of Explosive 
The shaded port ion in figure 2.16 represents the effective mass of the p.xplO!live 
that will contribute to the axial mOllli'.ntum of the metal plate. The outer rec-
tangular boundary reprebCnts the total mass of explosive. According to Kennedy 
[70J, the lateral edges of the explosive have to be ~ubtracted from the total ma.sE 
of expl06ive in order to estimate the mass of expl06ive that will drive a met.al 
plate to its maximum velocity. For explosive charges of limited lateral dimension 
on accelerating plates, an effective mass is reached beyond which any increase 
will not contribute much to the maximum velocity of the plate in figure 2.16. 
The effective mass of the explosive!! shown in figure 2.16, is accounted for by 
taking off part of the expected unreacted l'.xpl06ive measured at 30D from the 
~ide of 1 he explooiw as reported in Kennerly [70J. Thi~ also means t hat after an 
pJfective ma.sE is reached, the maximum velocity of the plate driven by the forms 
of expi()flive; shown in Hgure 2.16 (A) mId (il), will be similar iIT~peo::tive of the 









Figure 2.16: Discounting of side; of explosinJ to account for lateral release of 
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subjoctoo to uniform loading. whilst part two by [nj investigate; the response 
of the structure subjected to localised loading. The numerical model was carried 
out lL~ing the ABAQUSjExplicit 5.8 code for il. 3-D '1lillter-mode1 incoporating 
adiabatic (U!d high-sullin rate effects in part one. The nUlIl€Ticai simulations 
of the blast loaded structures were canitld out by using t.he ABAQUS!Explicit 
5.8 finite element programme. In both papers, tearing using temperature effects 
were predicted for various stiffened conditions. 
HowtNer, one of the problems with these modelling tochniques is that the 
shape of the expJ05iw\5 is not taken into consideration. Furthermore, it WM 
assumed, that the blast wavtl is plane and is eithff partially or fully distributed 
unifi$rnly on the surface of the structure on interll.Ction. This assumption may 
not at all times be t€as<.mable if th€ curvature and shape of th€ shock-v.ave are 
to be taken into coIlliideration. The final shape of the shock wave after complete 
detonation is dependent on the initial shape of the explc.:i\lO. As shown in 
figure 2.17, the shock-wave profile generated by a spherical marge has significant 
curvature whim should be considered in the numerical model. This means that 
the shock wave first interacts with the structure at a point and eventually spreaJB 
within a localised central area. 
SHOCKWAVE 
PeATE 
Figure 2.17: Interaction of a spherical shock-,,·ave with a stool surfal"€. 
Numerical modelling of the modium betv.reen the explc<live and target struc-
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2. Literature Rev iew 43 
plo:!:"" However, a.diabatic effect,; of the plow was not taken into consideration. 
• • Nodes 
/ 
• e- 10 • • • 
CAX4 R element SAX 1 element 
Figure 2.18: Figure showing scilf'matics of a CAX4R and SAXl elements, 
The clamped boundary was modelled by eneasting the top part of boundary 
of length (clamp length - plate thickness) from the end of the plate radius to the 
end of the outer boundary. This is because, it Wo\.'l observed that the top clamp 
end did not make contact with the plate up to one-plate thickness. Some of the 
works that have investigated modelling of the b01.lndary of steel plates in wriOlJ.'S 
fonns can be found in ~lman et al [3[ and Thoma'l and Nurick [96]. In Gelman 
et III [31. it is reported that the radius of t.he plate at the boundary influf'nccs 
the central dcfonnation and dime!J.!liOllless impulse of the plate. Gelman et al 
[971 also modelled botmdary conditions including fixed and clamped boundaries. 
The effoct of radius at the boundary Wab also investigated and it was generally 
found that thffie conditions at the bounda.ry influence the d ... ,-forIllation. 
Similar work has r-n carried out by Daykin ;9SI. In ~9S[, V-shaped steel 
plates subjected to cylindrical explCbives with adiabatic effe<.:ts of t.he plate in-
cluded in the numerical model were simnlatod. The re~;nlts were reasonably 
predicted using the ABAQCS/Explicit code. :-<UIIlf'xieal modelling of f'--xplffiivcs 
using the JWL EOS is also dffiCribed in Hjbbit ct III [99; where a core hmod by 
the plaCf'.lllf'nt of two pipes one inside the other was filled with plastic explosive. 
Four equally spaced detonation points around the circwnference were detonated 
at the same time. It was observed that the inner pipe collapsed due to the ex-
plosive detonation products. The model rcprC6Cllts a contact op!'xation whu-e 
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2. Literature Review 48 
o 
TelllX'l'ature 
Figure 2. W, Normali..=i graphs for Young's modulus and Yield stress "ith tem-
perature wlIiation [lC14]. 
is the discussion of the development of equations of state of explooives and tbeir 
applications to numerical simulations for the predictions of blast lowed stmc-
tnnlS . . ~IOIe emphasis i.;; given to the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (J\VL) equation of state. 
A review of severe..! constitutive equations for mild steel "ith more emphasis on 
the Johnson-Cook constitutive equation is also discussed. 
From a review of the experiment...~ and predictions of blast loaded stmcturcs, 
it is established that studies of small charges of TC and fTC explosives have 
not been reported. The search for an answer to the influence of TC and ITC 
explosives on circular plates experimentally, analytically and numerically is the 














This chapter describes the experimental procedure carried OUT in the blast la.b-
oratory for the various shapes and bi7,eS of explosiye.; coIlfiidered ill this research 
namely, CY, TC and ITe cxpla&iva«. Experiments on the invelti~adons of the 
effect of TC and ITe explosiVffi haw not been report.ed in the literature. The 
aim of this chapter is to experimentally investigate the influence of shape of solid 
expiooivcs on inkra,c'tion with a ~tructure. Nine tensile tests oCthe steel plates at 
quasi-static conditions are carried out and present.ed in order to inveo:;tigatc the 
behaviour of the plate at high strain rate!>_ Plastic moulds are alw m;ed in thib 
research to /Drm the various shape< of explosives in question. A total number 
of 33 experiment!:< are performed with the masses and dimensions of the charges 
givun in Appendix A. The ballistic pendulum Oll which the test rig is attached, 
lli w;ed to meMurc the implll'<C of t.he blast. 
3.2 Experimental Procedure 
;1.2.1 Test and Clamp Plates 
Before the experiments are carried out, the test a.nd damp plates are first. pre-
pared as shollm in figurffl 3.1 and 3.2. The lOOmm diameter hole formed by the 
clamp plates create~ the loaded area on the test plale which then deforms on 
interact.ion Wilh the blast load. 












3. Experimentation 50 
• I 
1-. ..-j 
T 0'"'' 0 
.",. 
T " " 
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" 0 " 
I " 
0 - I I 
f'igure 3.1: Figure showing schematic of l.6mm thick test plate. 











3. Experimentation 51 
placed on top of a lOmm polystyrene foam pad, which fOI1Illi a stand-off between 
the explosive and plate >1" shown in figure 3.3. 
Te.t Pial<> 
tOO mm piame .. r 
" 
Figure 3.3: Figure showing schematic diagram of explosiw, polystyrene and plate 
set up. 
3.2.2 fl..1aterial Properties of the Steel Plate 
In Older to carry out the tensile tests of the test plates at various strain-rates 
under quasi-statk conditim.", nine "dog_bone" specimens arc cut out from the 
test plates !Ul shov.,n in figure 3.4. A gauge length of 45= is used as the 
effoctive length of the Sp!>cimen achieved with the use of an {'.xtensometer during 
the tensile teb1:s. 
The engineering stress-strain properties of the sted at various strain mtes 
are shown SI..'Parateiy in graph~ (A), (B) and (C) of figure 3.5 and also shown in 
a single plot in figure 3.6. Xine experiments for th~ U;u.,ik t€flts of the b1:ed arc 
c.a.rried oot at three different strain rate of O.OOls-l, 0.015- 1,0.05,-1 . For each 
strain rate, three repeated t€flts are ca>.Tied out. 
The =ves in figures 3.5 and 3.6 are then converted to curves of ~ero strain-
rates using the Cowper-Symonds equation [1031 dffiGribed in <:hapt~r 2 and giwn 
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" ,n~ 
Thickness olsp&Clmfln = 1.5 mm Gau~e length = 45 mm 
Figurc 3.4: Photograph of "dog-bonc' specimen used for t<?.llSile t<?.stiug of the 
st.eel. 
The true stress-strain of the curves are shown in figures 3.7 and 3 .b obtaiuc-d. by 
using eql.W.tiulls 3.2 and 3.3. 
"_ (1 ) O"IT'" ~ln _Ill + ( . orm - E 
where (J"OClll is the nominal stress, <:norm tbc nominal strain, 
modulus, D = 40.45-1 and q = 5. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
E is the Young's 
From all the rcsults, thc aV<?Iagc yi<?Jd stresscs at quasi-static condition (O"a) 
tiEing the Cowpcr-Symonds equation is 254c.\1Pa as shown in table 3.1 where Vc 
is tbe cross-head speed. To get an average stress-strain curve, the curve with a 
static yield stress (O"u) of 253:'v[Pa (closest to average) corresponding to 283l>1Pa 
(O""om) at strain-rate of 0.00Is-1 in table 3.1 is chosen.. The average true-stress 
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Figure 3_5: Graph>; ~h()V;ing engineering ~tres&-stnlin relationship of mild ~teel 



















0 0.05 0.1 5 0.' 0,25 0.2 
Strain 
i--T1.CCXl1 12-<).001 13-0.001 --T1-0.01 __ 12_0,01 - - 13-0.01 --TH)'05 --12-0.05 --T3-O 05 
Figure 3.6: Graphs showing engineering stress-strain relationship of mild steel 
at variollil strain-rates. 
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Figure 3.7' Grap11~ showing true stress-strain relationship of mild Sl.cd at. lllll.iai 
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Figure 3.8: Grapill; showing stretiS-.stra.in relationship of steel at zero .strain rate 
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3. Experilllenta t ion 57 
3.2.3 Forming the Expior;hl' Shapes 
The explosive shapes in this work arc formed using plastic moulds as shown 
sclll'xnatically and photographically in figures 3.10, 3.11 3.12 and 3.13 for a Cylin-
der explosive (CY) and for ,ul InYf'xtod 'Ibmcatcd Cone (ITC) respcctivPly. The 
moulds shown in figure 3.12 and 3.13 are used to form both the ITC and TC 
explos.h·es. The illil$S of the explosive is first estimated based on the dimensioll.'l 
and dell.'lity of the explosive before being shaped by using the required mould. 
Appmdix A lists the sizes and shapes of the various explosive charges used in the 
experiments. Photographs of all the moulds u<;ed to form the \'arious explosive 
shapes ,uK! sizes are shown in appendix A.I. 
An obliqul' vil'W for 2.6g of 18= CY, TC and ITC explosives formed by the 































3. Experimentat ion 
{A) So~matioofOlo,, -
wctoon ofCY moulO 
'3~ Cd.,u. 'M, .. o~ 
P~ot", ro,'" of:',' 
,-",,,I,· 
Figure 3.li: Photograph and schematic of a CY explo>ive mould, 
3.3 The Ballistic Pendulum Test 
59 
The experimental procedure in this 'work is not new and has been well explained 
in Te<:'ling-Smith and Nurick [80] and Bodner and Symonds [10'J]. A schematic 
diagram of the ballistic pendulum shown in figure 3.15 is used to carry out the 
tffit in order to m€&ur€ the impuloo of th.< blast. The pendulmn is supported 
by four wires of equal lengths Hnd tem;ions_ The tensions of too -wires must 00 
equal in order to allow th.< recording pen to mOW in the axial dirf'ction of thB 
blast load const,mtly_ 
At one end of t.he pendulum_ a test plate sandwiched by two clamp plates 
is attached t.o a support. plate, by wny of connecting metal pipes of external 
diameters 12mm. Before each test, the pendulum is balanced by the use of 
llla.'lSffi attached to the other end of the pendulum. This is to ensure that too 
centroid of the pendulum is in the middle of the wires. A photograph of the set 
up is alw ~hown in figme 3.16. 
When t.w explosive is detonated, the pendulum m~'"!l in the axiill direction 
of the blast. The maximum os('jlht ioll~ in the fOn'{ard and b,).('$ward movement 
of the pendulum is recorded. Appendix B gives the mdhod of det€rmining 
the impulse of the blast measured by the pendulum. After t.he test, the tot.al 
































seetior. of ITC 
~, 
(B) CNquo view or 
?holograpn or:TC 
~, 
Fi;\m" :U:I: PbOIO;.>;ril.ph ilud ~CbCUlillic of <lIllTe /TC cxplo,~i,~, lllOllld. . . 
61 
figure 3.14: Phot.ogmph of TC, CYalLd fTC explos;.,>, of mel,"S 2.flg. (;a(;h ellLd 
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th<J blast flTr measured a.nd recorded as presented in chapter 4. 
3.4 Summary 
The experimental procedure in this vlOrk has been well described. A tota.l of 33 
test plates are uwl to carry out the exp€£iments with a thickness measuring 
1.6= and loaded area. of diameter loonlIn. An a.vBragc true SITeRS-strain ClUvC 
at qUMi-st3.tic oontiition was obtained from nine tensile tests using it "dog-oone" 
specimen cut from the ~t. plate. The use of plastic lllOulds to form the various 
shapes of explosives, will improve the repea.tability of t.he f'xperiIIumtal proco-
times. The ballistic penduluIll to which the test rig containing the plate ;md 
explosive on one side is then used to mea.>urc the irupuL<;e of the blast. From 
the experiments. the total deformation of the pla.te «nd impul<>e of the blast 














The experimental results of the plates subjected to bl;ll;t loads are pre>:<ented in 
this chapter. The TesUJt.~ are presented in the fann of photographs, tables and 
graphs. The results of the plate deformation aTe presented in two forms: First , 
results of th" plate defonnatioll.'l subjected to explosives of the saroo Ina&~ with 
varying shape;, followed by results, where the shape aftbe explosive is unchanged 
but with varying mass for each load diamders l8mm, 25mm and 33= are 
presented. The impulse measured by the pendulum from the experiments are 
aloo pr""",,,ted. 
4.2 Results for 18mm Load Cases 
4.2.1 Effect of Shape of lRmm Explosive Charge on Cen-
tral Ddonnation of Plate 
The effect of shape of explooivtJ>:; on the defurmation for 18mrn load cases are 
shown in photographs 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. A, shown in figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 
4.4, where the masses of the explosive are the 8aJlle for ea.:h shape of explosive, 
the TC explooive generally gives a higher central deformation with the ITC 
explosive having the lowest deformation. This i~ Il1<)re evident in figure 4.4, in 
whkh the TC explosive causes a j,Iode Hc (capping) deformatiOll, the CY (au.<;cs 












4. Experimental Results 
I deformation, 
Figur'e 4.1: Phot.ograph of cross-section of plates suhjected to 2.6g CY, TC and 
ITC 18mm l'.xplosives. 
4.2.2 Effect of l\1ass of 18mm Explosive Charge on Cen-
tral Deformation of Plate 
The effeo:.-'t of mass of l'.xplosive on the plates arc shown photDgraphicaily in 
figures 4 .. 5, 4.6 and 4.7. Each result shows an increase in central deformation 
ranging from 1100e I to rupture at the central part of the plate; and graphically 
presented as shown in figme 4.8. It is observed that two of the TC explosively 
loaded plates show oomplet.e capping at the central area. Ko capping is observed 
for the ITC explosivdy loadoo pi.1.tcs with one plate showing a Mode II'c (partial 
tearing) subjected to a CY explosive in figure 4.5. 
Results of the central deformation of the plate for the CY l'.xplosives arc 
higher than those of the ITC explosives and much closer to those given by the 
TC explosives. Also shown in figure 4.S, are the results of the TC and CY 
explosively loaded plate; generally shov..ing a higher deformation of the plate 
leading to rupture at t.he cent.ral area. The results of the central deformation of 
the plates caused by the ITC l'.xplosivcs arc much lov:er than those caused by 











Figure 4.2: Photograpb of cross-section of plates subjected to 3.2g CY, TC and 
rrc 18mm explosives. 
FigurA 4.3: Photograph of cross-section of plates subjoctoo to 3.7g CY. TC a.!Hi 












Figure 4.4: Photograph of cruss-sedioll of plates subjected to 4.3g CY, TC and 
ITe 18mrn explosives. 
Fignrp 4.5: Photograph of cross-section of plates subjected to 18mm G'Yexplo-
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FigureUi: Photograph o[ (~[();;s-scclioll o[ plates subjected to lSmm TC explo-
sives of v8J~yiILg mru;,. 
Figure 4.7: PhowgTilph of rn>!'"..,n:tioll oJ plm('s slliljonod t.o 2!lmHl LTC exph .. 
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Fi)!,11re'1.i:I: Graph ohowing central ddoHIw1.ion of plal,e vs, ma.;;s of explo:;ive fur 
all 18mm TC. CY and LTC e.xplosive;. 
Re;ulb of the' ,,,mnJ deformation and impube ,we' t,abuiared ,md prcol'llted 
for all 18mm load CR..,,"'S ,~, ~hOWll ill tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4. ;3 
Test ~"\Jo. Ma,; of Explo.(g) Def.(mm Imp.(Ns) Comments 
CY18-A 2.6 10.50 6,10 
CY1S-11 3.2 17.-17 i .iY.J 
CY1S-C 3.7 18'(X) 7.60 
CY18-0 4.3 6.71 \lodeTT'c 
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rutili;. 43: T"bk Bhow;ng (""ltrlll deforme.tion of plate and impulse rHI l.slUm 
ITC expln'lives 
'1.2.3 Effect of Sbape a nd Mass of 1811Ull Explosive on 
Impulse of Blast 
Results of the impuls<' of t h,' hla.~t II" ll:IS\ln~l by ll~' pen<illl,ml ;u" I..tOII ,~I om n.~ 
~h(lwll JU ft:;(IlC 4,9, Resuih of the impulse "f rl" , ITe loild,xl pl.,!,", ar,~ ~lil!.htly 
high('l" th~ th"" ... , ,if th" CY CXI'!OSlI'CS, but much higher than those of the Te 
l''x I'!OSl\·cs, The results als'! 51""" au iurl':a.\<'· ju imp"J",e with a COrl"c~)lolldjllg 
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4.3 Results for 25mm Load Cases 
4.3.1 Effect of Shape of 25mm Explosive Charge on Cen-
tral Deformation of Plate 
Ret;ult~ showing Hw effecl of comparing the deformation o[ the plateE sub,jeetoo 
to 1' (', CY and ITC explosivet< of the same m"~s, are pl.$Cnl.ed [or 25mll f'-xplo-
,.j vCE as sho\l,'ll in figun'1; -I.I 0, -'I. 11 and 4.12, T]", remIts show", similar patt<Jlll 
klE tuose of th<J 18mm load eases in which th<J TC <Jxp l",;iv<J calloCE a biggf' ..l" cen-
trill ddormation le(, ding to capping eomp3.l'cd to tho;e of ITC <JxplcBive;; which 
did not cause Imy I caring of the plates_ 11, figm<J-I.l:l, I,he results graphically 
Eh"w il slight highHr ,""Iue of c<Jnl.ral ddorm~tion of the TC Imul<Jd plill.cf; I,han 
the C'{ I"Med plille;; ;Uld far highP.J' th~n tlw I'l'C loadcd plat es. 
Figure -'I. 1 0: Phol ograph of croos-S€(1;ion of phil -e< ~l\b,i<'~I"od to 3.0g (,Y _ TC a1 ki 
ITC 25mm explosivel. 
4.3.2 Effect of lVlass of 25rnm Explosive Charge on Cen-
tral Deformation of Plate 
Tlw dfeCI, "f plal_c defct'nMt ion on in<T<Jasing I:he mll.Os o[ explosive is ~h,,\\~, ill 
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Figure 4.11: Photouaph of (Toss-section of plates subjected to 3.6g CY, TC a.nd 
ITC 25mm explooives. 
Figure 4.12: Photograph of cfOSE-ooctioll of plates subjected to 4.7g OY, TO and 
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Figure 4.13: Graph showing central defonnation of plate "\IS. m3>oS of explosiVIJ 
[or all 25mm TC, CY and ITC explosives. 
plate increase> as the mass of the f'..xplosive increases. The results also show a 
general pattern of defonnation ranging from "'-.fode r (large inelastic deformation) 
to .Mode II (capping around central area) of the plate compared to the 18mm 
load case>. 
4.3.3 Effect of Shape of 25mm Explosive Charge on Im-
pulse of Blast 
Results of the impulse of the blast and central deformation of the plate are 
presented in tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 for all 25mm load casel. Also, results of 
the illlpui<;e of the blast measured by the pendulum in tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 
ar" ~hO"wn graphically in figure 4.17. It can be soon in figure 4.17 that the ITC 
explosives causes a slightly higher impulse m€<lSlIfed by thP pendulum compared 
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Figure 4.14: Photograph of croos-section of plates subjected to 25rnm CY explo-
shoes of varying mass. 
Figure 4.15: Photograph of cross-section of platel:\ Bubjocteo:l to 25rnm TC explo-
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Figure' '1. Hi: Pb()t()graph of croso-"oction of pht<'C' oubjeded to 25mm ITC "x-
plo~ive; ()f vmymg milS>', 
Test Ko. ~1ass uf Explu. (g) Def.(mm) Imp. (Ks) Comments . 
C'{?,S A :Ul 20.07 8.10 
CY2i,-D 3,0 i 2?.i\1 0.20 
r-t'/25 C n 10.70 Capping ... 
Tilbk 4,4: Table showing central deformklIion of ))lklIC and "npul",' fm 2,Smm CY 
"xpi()si vCE 
Thst ::"\[0. :\'lass of Explo. (g) l)p.f.(mm) Imp.(.'ls) Comrnents 
h'C?5 
... 
A :Ul 20.21 1.61 . 
TC2" B 3.6 2,j,m s,iJ:; 
TC2,,-C 4.7 . 10,30 Cilp))ing 
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figure 4.17; Gnl.ph ~howing nltl..'~ of pxpl()f;ive v, . illlpul,*, of bl~H for 2.)mm 
CY. Te and ITC explooive;;. 
4.4 Results for 33mm Load Cases 
4.4.1 Effect of Shape for 33mm Explosive Charge on Cen-
tral Deformation of Plate 
f{0.illlt., o[ \.h!' dI,'d of ~llilpe [or :J:lIlUll load ca;;eo on rhe central deformation of 
the' pbtc:>' ar!' ,lk)wn ill figm0.i ,tHl, ,tEl, 1.20 and ·1 .21. The [€i;ults Hh()w 1.lml 
the' TC ""pl()I'ivdy Jo,,,kd place in figure 4.Hl is olightly lower than tha.c of th!' 
CY lC",d,'d pbw. Huw"v!'L the' ITC lo",kd plat" in fig llT0.i ,t11i, 1.19, ,t20 ,uld 
4. 21 are lower thalL theN' of til<' TC alLd CY l()il(hl pbt,'>', 
4.4.2 Effect of l\ilass of 33= Explosive Charg e on Cen-
tral Deformation of Plate 
Results from the experiments l<)r 33mm di,l.meter lo~d C~.';ffi ~Te presented 8.5 
shown in figure; 4.22, ·01.23 and 4.24. The deforlll~t i OlL r~lLge; from '\Jode I to 
),Iode II ~'" the nn,~ of e-xplooive inO:!"lS0.i for !'ilCh simp" of "ypl()~iw,. A plot of 











4. F.xpRrirn<=niul RC3ulb 
Figure 4.18: Photograph of cross-sectioll of plates subjected to 3.0g CY, TC and 
rTC 33mm explosives. 
Fi~ure 4.19: Photograph of croos-section of plates subjected to 3.6g CY, TC and 












Figure 4_20: Photograph of cro&;-section of piatrs subjected to 4.7g CY, TC and 
ITC 33= axpiooives. 
Figure 4.21: Photograph of crOBS-~ectioD of plates subjected to 5.9g CY, TC and 
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-
Figure 4.22: Photograph of cross-section of plates subjected to 33mm CY explo-
sives of varying mass. 
c-Oet _ '3.OSmm 
!!o."O.' - 1 ~.""mm 
Figure 4.23: Photograph of cross-section of plates subjecred to 33mm Te expJo-
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Figure 4.24: Photograph of cross-section of plates subjected to 33= ITC ex-
plosives of wtrying mass. 
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Figur0. 4.25: Graph showing central defonnation of plate %. ma",~ of expilliive 
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4.4.:3 Effect of Shape of :l;hrnll Explosive on Impulse of 
Bla~t 
The experimentallcsults of t he central deformation and impulse of the bla.sts 
fur 33= load cases are shown in tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. It is observed that no 
Mode rr'c Or )'1ode II deformations are recorded for the plates subjected to the 
33= ITC EXplosives. Results of the effe.:-i of ~hape of 33mm explosives (CY, 
TC and ITC) illl impulse are graphically presented as shown in figure 4.26. The 
impulses given by the TC, CY =d ITC explosivC!l are gellf'xally similar at loVl"f'.r 
masses, but show a higher value by the ITC explosive as the ma% of explooive 
increases. This is SO:-.ll in figure 4.26 at a mass of 5.9g, where the impulse by the 
TC explosive gives the lowest value compared to those caused by the ITC and 
CY explosives. 
Table 4.7: Table showing central deformation of plate and impuk;e fur 33mm CY 
explosives 
Table 4.8: Table showing central deformation of plate and impulBe for 33= TC 
explosives 
4.5 EH·ed. of Height t.o Charge Diameter Ratio 
on Impulse 
A graphical presentation of the impulse against the ratio of the height to diameter 
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Th.b\e 4.9: Table showing central defonllRtion of p\~.t.e and impulse for 33mm 
TTC explosives 
" • 
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Mass of Explo!Oive (9) 
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Figure 4.26: Graph showing mass of explosive ¥s. impulse of blM!. for 33Illm 
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similar t o t1100e presented by Kurick and Radford [21 in which the bigger diameter 
charge show a steeper gradient oornparcd to charges of lowcx diameters. The 
results in figure 4.27 show that irrespective of the shape of the explosive, the 
impulse of the blast is influenced by the ratio of the height t.o maximum charge 
diamet~. The results also show that the impulse is mOre scnsitive to the ratio 
of t he height to diameter as the charge diameter increases. 
· '" ,-
'J .0 
· '" . S.,n 
z · a.o fila Iii"' 
• " • , 
" " , , , , 
1 .' , 
" 0.0000 0.>000 c· .,00 H'O ' '""000 1 .0000 
H&jght of Ch . rg~l[)i . m . ter R. tio 
• , 'CY·A S P E C T RA TO • 2' CY·M P EG T RA TO • 1JCl'·~SP I CT ~A To 
x , orC.AS P ~ CTS ~~ Til '" >'TC·AS P EC T RA Til • 'lTC · AS" ECT RA TO 
.. , mC·A" P ECT RA TO - '5<TC·AS P ~ CT ~ A Til _ '''TC.ASP£CT RA Til 
Figure 4.27: Graph showing impulse vs. ratio of charge height to diameter for 
18=, 25= iUuj 33mm CY, TC and fTC explosives. 
4.6 Dnrn Diameter to Load Diameter iL"l.tio 
Results of the ratio of burn diameter to load diameter (BLDR) against Ju-ight of 
c.xplosivc arc shown in figure 4.28. The rl'Sult~ sh(m.· a similar patt.cm to those 
given in Narick and Radford [21. It can be seen generally in fignre 4.28, that the 
burn to load diametcJ: mcxc.&'les as the height of the explosive increases. However, 
it is acknowledged that there is a weak relationship between the height and burn 
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Figure 4.28: Burn diameter-load diameter ratio vs. height of explosive. 
4.7 Summary 
The e.xpcrimemal n"ults presented for TC and rTC explosives have not been 
reported in the literature. The results show that irrespective of the foct that 
the masses of two or more expl(£ives ,u-e the ~ame, however, the infiuence of 
the shaf'2 plays a significmt col.e in the deformation and impulse of a structure. 
From all t he resllltob presented photographically for all the load cases, it cm be 
soon that the TTC explosiw generally causes the lowest central deformation of 
the platc.; compared to the CY and Te explosives. As regards lhe impuL<;e of 
the blaBt, the TTC explosives generally give the highest value measured by the 
pendulum compared to the CY and TC explosives. Furthermore, the rc.;ults 
presented shuw Lhal lhe raLiu uf the height t.u expl06iw charge diameter also 












Method of Solution 
5.1 Introduction 
The objective of this chapler is to dnscribe and illUbtrate both theoretically 
and lllilll!olIically, the ootouat.ion mechani~m of solid explosives as they expand. 
The spacial distribution of the detonation products based on the ~hape of the 
explos.ive. is iuvebtigaled. Shock-wave profile; generated by CY, TO and ITO 
explllbiVl1:S, are >;pecifically iIlvestigated in order to lUlderstand the interactioIl 
of explooive loads with structures. An aLtempt is made to COIlstruct the ex-
pected shock-wave profiles of the various explosives w;ing t.hBir respective effec-
tive masses. The ABAQUSjExplicit. 6.4 and AL'TODYN 6.0 hydrocodes are 
m;OO for the simulation of the experiments, in order to predict eM weal de-
fOTrnat.i0ll of the plat~. An axi-symmetric model is used in tills work '18 it i>; 
computationally inBXpICnsiVB wmpared to a three-dimensional mod.>l. 
5.2 Generation of Shock-vVave Profiles 
fi.2.1 Sh()ck-V\"ave Pr()files of Cylinder Explosives 
In order to predict the final ~hock-wave profile of CY explc:.;ives. figure 5.1 sho,,»; 
stages of the dBtonat.ion process from diagram (A) to diagram (E), The simpl~t 
tiwory addr.,,;wd in chapter 2 is used to explain the dctonatioo pr<.>CeSt; nwmilng 
t.hat the detonation front is at the C-J state. Howpvm. a spherical bhock wave 
i~ adopted as oppused to a plane wave in OrdP1 to realistically predict~ the final 
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5. l'l,1 .. xhod of Sohn im1 
Detonation 
Figure 5.2: Figure showing po8itions of impul~e inten.~ity in an exph,,;iw [21]. 
confined in a smaller area for a thick explosive oompared to a thinner ').TId ,,-ider 
explo~ive, provided tru:ct. the mft--w..-,; are the ~ame. 
From figure 5.1, it i~ "hown that the detomLtion velocity VD rema.illB un-
changed during the process of detonation until a change of mediuIll OCl"Ur~ where 
the velocity hecomes VI [> VD) with a corre;;ponding d<XTe<lSe in prffi'Sure of the 
front. The initial wl<K-oity of the ~hock-wave at the end of the detonation proCes8 
in air, wIea-<e8 before reducing to zero with time. For example, the detonation 
velocity {VD} of PETN i~ 7520m/b. In ,:cir, the detoMtion front moves with an 
initial velocity (VI) of 795Grn/b as reported in Rinehart and Pearson [2(. One 
char'x"teri~tic of an explo~ive ib that the detonation velocity remains fairly oon-
8tant during t.he proC!)&; of detonation after bteady detonation is achieved. In 
the lateral direction, the velocity of the detonation particlllb is 3/4 of the deto-
nation vdority, and the velocity of the rarefaction (Taylor-wave) . is 3/5 of the 
detonation bl:.eed a" reportoo in Rinehart ,md PeilJ"OOn ]21]. 
5.2.2 Shock- \Vave Profiles ofTrunc<lt.ed-Cone <lnd Invert-ed 
Truncated-Cone Explosives 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the propag"tiOll of the detonation profilCb of a Tr1.Ulcated-
Cone (TC) aud Inverted Truncated-Cone (ITC) explosives. As sh(rwn in figure 
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:;. :\ld.hod of Solut ion 
5.3 Constructing the Final Shock-'Vave Profiles 
of CY) TC and ITC Explosives 
In this section, an attempt is made to analytically construct the shape of the 
final shock-wave profiles in relation to the f'lfective mass of the explosives_ The 
effective mass of the explosives OY, TO and ITC explosives are shown in figure 
5.5. As reported in Kelllledy [70:, a 3rf angle is taken off-the sides in order 
to pstirnate the effective ma&~ of the explosive that will contribute to the axial 
momentlUll of the target structure. 
As shown in figure 5.5, the effective masses of the thi("k TO and CY lire 
equal, meaning an equal central deformation of the plate is expected for both 
explosives. The depth of the shock-wave is directly proporrionai to the iUial 
momentum as given in equation 5.1. 
D" pt h of , ho(;k-Wif"(; ( L) a Axial momelLtUlJl (5.1) 
Depth of shock-wave (l) = K x Effective mass x Detonation velocity (Vo) 
where K is the constant of proporrionality. Since the miUUnuIIl deformation of 
the plates is caused by the TO explosive, the depth of the CY and ITO shocks 
in the axial direction are expressed as a ratio of the length of the TO explosive 
as given in equarioru; 5.2 and 5.3 rp_~pectively. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where Mer is the ('lfective mass of the OY explosive, Mnc is the effective mass of 
the ITO explooive and M Tc the effective Illaffi ofrhc TO expl0i5ive. The minimlUll 
widths of the MQ("k-wave prcliJa. are the ..arne for the TO llnd CY explosive15 
but much wider for the ITC expl0i5ives_ However, for the central deformation, 
the length of the shock-W"dve (t) is most important_ 
For the thicker explosives, the effective masses of the CY and TO explosives 
are equal, meaning that the depths of their shock-wave profiles are also equal 
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height beyond the effectiw height of the explosive mass region in figure 5.5 in 
(A), the central ddormation of the plate by the lTC, CY and TO ~plosives will 
not ~ignificantly increase. For the ITO explosive, the maximum effoctive muss is 
reached much earlier compared to the CY and TC ~plosives. For the thinner 
explosives ill 5.5 in (B), it can be seen that the TO explooives IJF.CS all its mass 
whilst the ITC and CY explooives do not usc all their masses in the explosive 
axially. HOI'lCVPX, the effective Ina&; of the CY explooiw is bigger than that of 
the ITC explooive. This means that the TC explosive will cause the highest 
central deformation followed by the CY and ITC explosives respectively. 
As regards the impulBe, it is eJ{f>OCted that the explosiw with the highest 
effective mass will cause the highest impulse. In figure 5.5, the thicker CY and 
TC ~plosives haw the same effective mass meaning that the imptili;ffi must be 
equaL Although the effective mass of the ITC explosiw is lower than those of the 
CY and TC explooives, however, the probability of the detonation products from 
the sidffi of the ITC explosive to interact with the target structure in a wider 
area is higher th!lJl that of a TC p.xplosive. In this regard, equal impulses of the 
lTC, CY and TC explosivre is expected if mass is only considered. On the other 
hand, the ITC explosive covers a wider area of interaction with the stmcture 
compared to those of the TC !IJld CY explooives. This interplay between the 
effective mass of explosive and area of load application Illakes the impulse a 
more challenging analysis than that of the central deformation. As shown in 
figure 5.5 (Bl, the TC explooive is ~ted to give the highest impulse as all the 
charge is 1.II;ed to driw the strudure with the highest axial mommrt;um followed 
by the CY and ITC explosivffi if only mass is the varying factor. In this regard. 
both the influence of mass and shape has to be considered in ord"l" to estimate 
the impulse of the blast. The influence of mass and shape of .. xplosive on the 
imptili;e is d .. -Blt with in the di.scu&;ion chapter based on the experimental r"sults. 
It should be notPCi that the longer the length of the Taylor-wave of the blast, 
or the thicker the <!Xplooiv,,; the IffiS likelihood the particles at th., rear end of 
the .ocplosion can mak" contad with the plate. This meaDS that beyond the 
length of the "effective Taylor-wave" (L), particles do not mak.. effective contact 
with the plate or loses their momPJltum, hence a r<lciuction of the imptili;e. Tills 
means that the TC and ITC explOf'.ive particles at the ff'ar end are less likply 
to make contact with th., plate compared to the CY explosive of shortpx h .. ight. 
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Figure 5.5: Figure showing schematics of the effective mass of explosive con-
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causes a reduction of the tot.al impulse. 
5.4 I"vlach Stem ForIllation a n d Localised Load-
lng 
To discuss the issue of mach stern formation in relation to localised loading 
of structures, ideal incident. and refle<.-1ed spherical blast waves are 85sumed 85 
shown in figure 5.6. At point 0 referred to as 'ground zero', that is the point 
directly below the cp.ntre of the cxplosi\"(~ charge. t.o a point. A, away from t.he 
centre of distance (Do), the pressure on the surfa<.--c of the strudure is normal 
(rcgu1tr) but decays with time. At point (A), where a reflected and incident 
wave meet, a mach stem is formed. The point at whiciJ. the incident. reflect.ed 
and mach stem meet is called t.he triple point. Estimate of the height of the 
lillICh stem is given in e,!uation 5.4 proposed by Dharanocpathy d al [110]. 
(5A) 
where Hb is t.he height. of burst, D~ is any distance away from grOlwd zero and 
(Do) the minimum distance for a mach stem formation. 'Vhen D~ is equal to 
Do, height of the mach stem is zero. According to Dharaneepathy et al [110], 
a mach stem is formed when the "nitical" angle (fl is between 400 to 5d. 
The region right of point (A), experiences a clumge in the direction of presgure 
hori<lDntilly as shown in figure 5.6 due to the formation of a mach stem. 
In general, to estimat.e the nit.ical8llgle, Robertson et al 1491 reported on an 
equation relating the crit.ical angle and the mach number as given in equation 
5.5, where f is t.he "critical" angle and M x , the n:tacll numher Df the incident 
shock. 
f = 1.75 + 39 (5.5) 
M, 1 
The proposed pre<sure distribution of the blast. wavc for a TC and ITC 
explosives are given 85 shown in figures 5.7 and 5.9 rcspectivdy. For the TC 
and CY explosive;, the load distributions are similar. The load is maximum in 
direction 1 as indicated in figure 5.7 (Al on interaction with the target structure 
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Figure 5.6: Figure showing schematic of )'Iach stem region formed by incident 
and nltlpctoo waves. 
by the load in direction 1 and where P(t) it; the magnitude of the pressure as 
t im" incmascs. M is the minimum vertical pressure aftf'.r whk.h a mac.h stf'm is 
formed. Beyond Do, the normal load on the structure it. reduced by the change 
in dirpctjon of the d"tonation products on the structure. The load in the mac.h 
region is maximum tangentially to the surface of the ~tfucture. The proposed 
load distribution shown in figure 5.7 is similar to that proposed by Bimha et a.l j6] 
in which two regions of load distribution on the structure it; given. In Bimha et al 
[6] hov."ever, it is proposed that the load is cow;tant from the center of the charge 
to the <l<:lge of the charge, and exponentially drops to atmoopheric pressure to the 
bowldary of the structure. This means that the load is planer from the cenwr of 
th" platp to th" Pdge of the charge. This assumption cannot be entirely true if 
th" load is sphArical int<'fa.cting at a point and eventually reduces exponentially. 
In figure 5.7, it is shown that the load decreases exponentially from the point of 
i..uitial interaction to a point Do and rapidly drOpB exponentially along the surface 
to atmoophru:ic prffisur". The rapid drop is caused by the change in direction of 
th" dmonation products caused by the formation of a mach stem. Comparisoll 
of the propoo.ed load dibtribution for CY and TC explooiws ,md that pro~ed 
by Bimha et al [6] is shown in figure 5.8. 
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Pres>ure Di.tribution ofCY 
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l'-'igllrc 5.7: Figure showing schematic' of pwpcBcd load wSl.ribmion of TC and 
CY exp\osi,e; on a targPt ~tructurc. 
'--charge radiUs---1 
00 
/' Proposed pressure 
/ dlslributlon by Blmha 
CurraN. P ropo,ed load 
distribution 
1 • 
Surface of tar~et structure 
Figurp J.S, Figure ~h()win~ comp,lIiwll or proposed load distribution for CY and 
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figure 5.9, diagram (A)_ As shown in figure 5.9 (B), the load distribution which 
is dependent on the shape of the p;xplosiw, two high load interu;ity in directions 
1 and 2 Oln be seen. Pill"" l is the maximum pressure in direction 1, Pm",2 the 
maximum pressure on the structure in diroction 2, and ~H and ~12 are minimum 
","rtical pressures after whicll a mach stem begins to form. Between 11.11 and ,\12 
a mach stem region is expocted to' form Qf high pressure due to interaction of 
the two hQrizontal pressures in opposite directions. 
Figure 5.9: Figure shO'wing proposed lQad distribution Qf ITC ""'piOlOive on 3 
target structure. 
Because the intensity Qf the blast wave pressure caused by the TC and CY 
explosives are higher at grQund zero than that Qf the lTC, the arpa of the regular 
l"€il.octed regiQn will be much smaller tha.n that caused by the ITC explQsh'€. 
This meanB that the length of Do p;xpected for the TC and CY explOlliw will be 
sma]lpI than that formed by the ITC explosive. 
5.5 Simulat.ion of Explosive Behaviour 
The increase in efficiency and pov;ex of computing in recent years has ~eatly 
lllcreflSed the scope of thp explosive designPI to predict the perfonnance of ex-
plosives masQnably well using hydrocodes. TwO' fQrms Qf generic explosive mod-
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Figure 5.10' Schem~.tk of .,trll"turC with 1)()lIlHhuX ~l1bjeCl.0<IID lond ~h()wiug 
au element and a node of the finite element mtt'ih. 
MU " eLl " xu = R (5.8) 
wlw:rc 1\-1., C 'Uid K are the mass, damping and ~tiftnffis lllatril"""': R i" the extern~l 
l()<l.d Yenor: and lL U il.nd U are Ilw a.::celeral.iou, velocit.y and di~lllacement. 
vectoro of the finite element model. In time di~,,,dc form, cql1at.ieJU 5.S "'Ui bc 
wrill en as 
(5.!) ) 
where Fd1:. :;re the incrtia fm"N<_ F[(1) = MU, Fo(t'l are the damping forces. 
Fn(l) = ell ~nd FI~1) ~re the cbstic fmcff;, Fo(t; = Kll. 
5.6.1 Overview of the Explicit :Method 
In this work the ARAQLS/Explicit. fd aul ALTODYK eodes are ll'>ed for the 
numerical solution of t he differenti~.l cql1il.tious gOW~:rulllg 1.Iw explosi,-e and plate. 
The eXlllicit met-hod is ~dopted in t hi~ wor k ~~ it i~ ~l1itil.ble for impul~i ,'ely loadcd 
~lrllCt.Ul'es, eomplex n"'t~ct prohlem~, (Ofnplex pDst-buddiug prDbleu~~, l11ghly 
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probkms. The ABAQUS!Explieit code uses a central di.ffl'xence time integration 
scheme to solve the equations of motion (Newton's second law) with respect to 
time. The equations of motion are integrated with respect to time using the 
kinematic conditions at one increment t.o calculate the killl'.lllatic conditions at 
the next increment. The acceleration of a nodal = with respect to time is 
given in equation 5.10 
(5.lO) 
where ii is the nodal acceleration. M is the nodal mass matrix, P is the total 
applied force and I is the internal element forces. In the explicit procedure, 
there are no simultanoous equations to soh'C, making it an inexpensive method 
compared to the implicit method. If equation 5.10 is integrated with respect to 
time, the velocity and displacement of a node are obtained. 
The issue of stabilit), of the modd must be addressed for the simulation to 
run to completion. Com;idl'x a bar subjected to strffiS wave as shown in figure 
5.11. For stability, the time taken for the wave to propagate along the bar must 
be greater than that of the time increment chosen by the solvCf. 
Direction of .-Wave Propagation --~-~' I • 
Figure 5.11, Figure showing schematic of a bar subjected to stress wave. 
The stability limit can be calculated as gi\"CIl in equation 5.11. 
. {l.} lit".bl< = mm Cd (5.U) 
whoce lit" ~'l. is the stable time increment., l. is the edge length of an element 
or diameter of an inscribe circle of a triangular element, Cd the wave spool of 
the material as given in equation 5.12, E is Young's modulus and p the deru;ity 
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(5.12) 
For computational efficiency, AUTODTI 6.0 and ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4 
choose the time step to be as close as po8sible to the maximlllll stability limit. 
If the timp increment of a modpJ 8t, is largPr than the stable time increment, 
thpn instabHity wj\) occur which cause.; the simulation to terminate. The o=xplicit 
methods require a small time increment that depends 011 the highest natural frf'-
qupncirs of the modpl and is indppendent of thp type and duration of loading, 
whilst the implicit method dOffi not place a limitation on the time increment. 
The incremf'Jlt of an implicit mpthod is dptmmined from a.ccura.cy and conver-
gence of the solution. For the purpo&e of this research, the aspect ra.tio of the 
elements of the steel plate is initially 2:1 (O.8mm x O.4mm) whilst thp aspect 
ratio of thp f'Xplusive elPmPnts ,Wlrp kppt initially at 1:1 (O.8mm x O.8mm) prior 
to loading in both codes. 
5.6.2 Simulating the Explosive llehaviour 111 
ARAqCS/F,xplicit 6.4 Code 
The configuration of the experiment in the numerical simulation is shown in 
an axi-symmetric view in figure 5.12. A stand-off distance of 20mm is used 
throughout the simulation process. Three discrete steps are used in the simula-
tion procffiS. 
In the first step the RXplooive is allowed to expand up to thp point of first 
contact with thp plate. A total timp of 2~s (micro-seconds) is used in the first 
~tep, rstimated approximatply by di,6ding thp stimd-off distancp by the deto-
nation vpJocity a&lwning that thp velocity of thp detonatjoll products rpmall 
COllEt ant until interaction it; made. 
In thp second ~tpp, thp intp.raction hetwDP.ll thp f'Xplooive and the plate is 
&;Swued to la.~t for 65f.l-S. This timp is achieved by assuming various V"a.lues until 
an approximatp valup is reached and adopted for all the simulations. During this 
time, the explooive energy is transferred to the plate which eventually deforms 
with time. In the l;li;t step, the explosive is "frozen" for lCOJ)ls during which 
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S, •• I .'1." 1.On.T H ie< 
Figure 5.12: Figure showing set up of the experimental simulation of a CY 
explosive at 20mm stand-off distance from the top of the plate. 
J\·lodelling 'fhe Explosive Pressure 
In modelling the explosive Illling the ABAQUSjExplicit code, CAX4R (Contin-
U1.Ull Axi-~ymmetric 4-noded reduced integration) Arbitrary-Lagrangian-EulPJian 
(ALE) mesh is used. The J\VL EOS [7] is used to model the explol;ive pressure 
of the detonation products as given in chapter 2 but repeated here for the sake 
of clarity in equation 5.13. 
(5.13) 
According to Hihbit et al [99], the pressure generated by the rpje<J.<;e of cl>emical 
energy of tI>e explosive is implemonted in a form referred to as programmed burn. 
A programmed bum meanS that the reaction and initiation of the explrnh-e i~ not 
determined by shock in the material. lrL~tead, the in.itiation time is determined 
by a geometric con.struction w;ing the detonation wave ~peed and the distance 
of the material point from the detonation points. The detonation time as given 
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where X'~P, is the position of the material point, X~ is the position of the nth 
detonation point, t~, is the detonat>on delay time of the nth detonation point 
and CJ , the detonation wave speed. To obtain continuity of the burn wave over 
several elements, in the finite element model, the burn fraction Fb is in.cmpomt.ed 
and calculated & 
(5.15) 
where B, is a constant which oontroLs the width of the burn wave and t, is the 
characteristic length of element. The pressure at time (t) within the explosive is 
BStimated by mult.iplying the pno'l5snre from the JWL EOS and the burn fraction. 
The collBtants in the JWL BOS are given in Table 5.1. 
A GPa) B GPa) R, R, w E(GJjKg) p(Kgjm I C~~rnjs) PC)(GP,,; 
009 12.9 4.1 14 0.25 9 1600 8100 28 
Table 5.L Col1'ltants in the JWL Equation of State 
Modelling the Geometry of the Steel Plate (T"rg"t) 
The steel plate is modelled using CAX4R (Lagrangian) elements. Lagrangian 
elements are more suitable to model the plate ilS the deformation of the plate 
is not w"ry large compared to the explooiw elements. The elements aspect ratio 
is initially 2:1. Studies carried out by Grobbelaar and )l"urick [4[ show that the 
type of elements used to model the steel plate dOe8 affects the defonnation of 
the plate. 
:\loJellillg the l3oll11dary Conditions 
The boundary conditiol1'l of the plate and explosive are modelled as descrihed in 
Grobbela.ar and )l"urick [4; and shown in figure 5.12. On the left of figure 5.12, a 
ijne of rot.ational symmetry for both the explosiw and steel plate is shown. The 
boUlldary on the right of figure 5.12 shows the dimensiol1'l of the boundary as 
proposed by Grobb<..>laar and )l"urick ;4]. A length of 1.6= at the top boundary 
is not restrained in order to accolUlt for loss of contact at the top of the plate 
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Modelling the Contact 
Therc arc two algorithms in the ABAQUSjExplicit code for describing contact: 
the general contact algorithm and thc Contact pair algorithm as reported in Hi-
bbit et ill ;991. In the general contact algorithm. contact occun; between all 
regions of the rruxld willic in thc contact pair algorithm, contact is defined be-
tWC('ll ~pecific surfaces defined as master and slave 5Urf3.CflS. The general contact 
algorithm is suitable whp.re less restriction of the contact surfaces is needed. The 
surfaces of the cxplOl'.ivc making contact with the target surface is defined as the 
lvIaster surface while the top facc or loaded area of platc is the Slave surfacc. 
Constraint on the interaction are normally applied by default. The default 
kinematic contact formulation chosen by ABAQL"SjExplicit is used to model 
the surface-surface interaction in ordcr to minimisc thc problem of oVPIclosllTe. 
Overcl()!';llTc occurs whpll significant amount of indent betv .. een the Master and 
the Slave surface takes pl3.CC us ~hown in figurc 5.13. 
In~.t uf .o lat~ by ocd", r."om mast"C SJrfac~ 
Figure 5.13: Figure shov .. ing overclosure caused by indcnt of the master (p.xpio-
sivc) surface nodes into the plate (slave) surface. 
In the numerical simulations, the penetration of a node into the pia.te is 
reduced by adopting a kinematic balanced master-slave approach. A penalty 
contact i5 not adopted as it docs not prcVPllt the penetration of a master surface 
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5.6.;~ Simulating the Explosive Behaviour III 
AUTODY,,\ 6.0 Code 
108 
In simulating the detonation procoss using AUTODD 6.0 code, the expJ06ive 
is modeled with an ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) mesh. In an ALE 
mesh, the explosive material moves arIOSS the mesh and the mesh simultaneously 
deforms and moves with the material. The plate is modeled with a Lagrangian 
mesh. A Lagrangian mesh is a material description in which the grid points are 
fixed to the material point as deformation takes place. The d€ru>ity, temperature, 
velocity and other rwted wl.l."iables are computed as time progresses. ill the 
Eulerian description, the material properties of mass, momentum and energy 
Row in and out of a cell a.croos through a fixed mesh (grid) as time progresses. 
A Lagrangian/Eulerian interaction is chosen to describe the inte:raction of 
the explosive load and the steel plate. The boundary conditions of the plate are 
modelled ru; suggested by GTobbelaar and Nurick :41. The numerical set up of 
the experiment is shown axi-symmetrically in figure 5.14. Gauge points at Imm 
intervals are chosen along the surface of the plate in order to investigate the stress 
distribution in the top surface of the plate. The explosive pre6Sure is modelled 
using the JWL EOS and the steel plate material behaviour is modelled using the 
,Johnson-Cook constitutive equation. The constants in both the JWL EOS and 
the Johnf<:m-Cook constitutive equation used in the ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4 code 
are also used for the simulation in the AUTODYN 6.0 code. It should be noted 
that the AUTODYN 6.0 s.oftware does nat· generate a simplified input deck ail 
opposed to the ABAQCS/Explicit code which generate" a simplified input deck.. 
More emphasis is placed on the centra.! deformation and pkl.te profiles (II; 
regards the outcome of the numerical result.s. A tota.! time of lms (lCOJlls) is 
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Fi;.:ure c;.14; Figure showing """tup of num"ri(~al sirIllLla1..iou o[ cxjJlosivc-plalc 
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5.7 J\ilaterial Properties of t he Steel Plate 
The material model u5ed in this work for the steel is the Johnson-Cook [101] 
nULt€rial modeL The choice of using the .Toh.nson-Cook [101] material model is 
made on the basis that it takes account of the effect. of increase in yield stress 
due t.o strain hardening and a decrease in yield stress due to adiabati( effects 
simultaneously. The constants used in the Johnson-Cook material model wit.h 
other material (OILSt;ants in the AUTODYN 6.0 and ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4 cades 
for the steel are shown in t.able 5.2. The wilue of tho static yield stress is Z53)"fPa 
and the true stress corresponding to that is 262-">IPa used as the value of A in the 
Joh.nson-Cook equation. The wltLeS ofB and n, given in table 5.2 aTe obtaffied by 
substituting various trial values in order to obtain figure 5.15 that compares very 
clo.sely with the average stress-strain curve from the p.xperimcnt. The equation 
of the theoretical curve in figure 5.15 is given in equation 5.16. The values of 
the other parameters (Nos. 4-11) in table 5.2 are obtained from the A"CTODYK 
6.0 6Of'twoo\.re materials library for mild steel 1000. 
0" = 2(;2 ; 32S.7 (5.16) 
stresR 
Table 5.2: Johnson-Cook matCTial constants for mild steel 
5.8 Summary 
The various methods u~ for the simulation of the experiment to predict the 
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Figure 5.15, Comparison of theoretical and experimental stress-strain curves at 
zero-strain rate. 
of the respective SMpes of explosives ha.ve boon constructed in order to address 
the load distribution on the stool pla.tes using their r€Spectiw effective masses. 
It is shmvn that the lTC explosive is less localised compared to the TC and CY 
explooiV€6 which are more localised. An tr.t telllpt ha.s al'lO been mOOe to propose 
alternative load distribution on the structure by the CY, TC and ITC explwiVll!l 
in relation to the formation of a mach stem. The numerical approach Wled for 
the prediction of the experiment Wling the ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4 software and 
AUTODYN 6.0 have been OOdressed with the JWl EGS and the Johnson-Cook 
const itutive equation incorporated in the numerical simulation for the explosive 















Central to this chapter i~ the tUmula.tion of the r.xplosive-structurc interaction 
using the ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4 and AUTODYN 6.0 hydrocodes. The codes 
predict the time evolutioll of the solution given the relevant flow equations and 
constitutive relatiol1s. The rum io to numerically investigate the final load rustJ:i-
bution of the explosive Oil the plate surface and it~ influence on the deformation. 
Two simple methods of achieving convergence of the finite element solution of 
the model are used in both code8, by varying the clp=t size of the P.xpi06ive 
and plate in order to achieve the <..'Xpcrimcntaj dcfonnation result. Investigations 
of the expansion of the CY, TC and LTC r.xplosives and the spacial distribution 
of the detonation products at V;U-iOll.~ time intervals during and after detonation 
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6.2 'Test for Convergence of Finite Eleluent So-
lution 
6.2.1 Convergence of Solution III ABAqLSjExplicit 6.4 
Simulation 
The defonnations at points PI, P2, P3 and P4. shown in the schema.ric of figure 
6.1 are numerically invesligaTed in order to test for convergence of the wlution 






Sc:~ema:ic o:top peofile 




Figure 6.1: Sr.hcrnatics of plate showing poinls PI, P2, P3 and P4 and deformed 
profile. 
An average element size of O.SmmxO.Smm is used for the CY explooive of 
mass 2.6g and diameter 18rnrn, while the ckmcnl size of lhe plate are varied from 
O.2mm t{)IOrnrn. Probkms of excessive elemem defonnation are reporl.ed at ele-
ment sizes of O.4.mm of the explosive, which normally terminaled the simulal.ion. 
In this regard, an element si7-c of O.8mm of the l'.xplosive i~ usod throughout lhe 
simulations. The experiIlli'ntal r.csulr of the cenlral deformal.ion is 15.6mm at 
PI in figure 6.1. Table 6.1 shows the si7-CS and number of deml'nts used for the 
numerical tests. The corresponding deforma.tions of the points of reference arc 
shown in column PI, P2, P3 and P4 of rable 6.1. 
A plol of the deformation agairu;t the number of clements of the plare i.~ 
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Table h.I: Number of dements of plat~ corresponding to deformations at PI, 
P2, P3 and P4. 
number of 250 elements for PI (central deformation) ·with an average asymptotic 
centrul deformation value of 15.2mm compilrcd to 15.Gmm for the experiment. 
This means that the ddormation is independent of t he number elements for a 
minimum number of elements greater than or equal to 2:;0. In this regard, an 
element size of 0.8mmx0.4mm corresponding to a total of 250 elCIlli'.lIt.s for the 
pbte is used to carry out all the numerical analysis whilst that of the explosive 
is O.8mmxO.8mm. 
" ,. , 
" • ,, " 
~ , 
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Fig\ll"C 6.2: Figure sho1,1.ing ten for convergence of the finite element solution from 
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6.2.2 Convergence of Solution in AUTODYN 6.0 SinlU-
lation 
The rebtively simple test for convergence of the finite element model in the 
A"(:"TODTI 6.0 simulation is carried out by investigating the total ddocmation of 
the plate in relation to the dement size of the expl~ive. An J8mm CYexplosive 
of mass 2.6g is used to carry out the investigation. Element sizes of O.8nlili, 
0.6mm and O.4mm of th€ expl~iV€ o.r€ used to carry out the investigations by 
keeping the initial element size of the plate at 0.8nunx0.4nun unchanged as 
obtainoo in ABAQUS!Explicit code. fu>sult~ of the prooidOO profilfJt; and that 
of the experiments are shown in figure 6.3. It can be soon that the results is 
conW'-Iging to the experiment as the el~nt size is decreased. Element siz(·.~ I(,Bs 
than O.4mm of the expl~iV€ CT€ated problems of excessive dement deformation 
causing termination of the simulation. In this regard, an initial element size of 
O.4mm is used for the explooive throughout the simulations. 
Plate Radius (em) 





" • , 
E -' .2 -0 - . , .4 0 C ., 6 ' 
_1.8 
Figure 6.3: Figure showing test for conW'-Igence of the finite d(,.lll('.nt solution 
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6.3 
6.3.1 
Effect of Element Size on Pressure and Ve-
locity 
Effect. of Explosive Element Size and Duration on 
Detonation Pressure and 
Velocity in ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 
T he magmtlldH o[ l.hH pn . ,;.~m<J !,wi vcio61.y during the bLifniug pn~~es.~ iu l.he 
simulation are also infiuew:ed br tlL<J ~iJ<J of tlLH Hlement Tfll~ io illmtrated 
ill tll',llTeS 6.,1 and 6.i' . fhe rcsuil$ are ohtained al a l.ime of 0.7us. II can he 
seeu tlmr the pre%un' at th<J drJt01L8,tiolL front ilL lTl·.">"",·.,o WlLHII the HIH'llf.'lll. o i ~<J io 
dl·.'(T<J'C~",i. For f.'xtnJllidy Gne mesh. the pres<llle can be so high and i'Olliel.imCE 
CallEN excCEsive element defonna.tion of a ~tnl",tur<J 8" ohOWlL ill figur<J 6.G 
FigllHJ 6.4: Pr'*"'"H.' variation \II ('\lhar~) for ('-xpl"t' ive cl('.!li('.nl. ~lW o[ O.tiUUli al 
t in'" 0.7"" [rom A AQUS/Explieil 6.4. 
Th,,' 'l-Jodty also in",rH"SR', 'h~ l.lLH demenl ~lI,e dCCrN1S(i', ,1S >,hown ill fl),'11TCO 
6.7 and 6.8. ThJ r<J!<lllt>' cblrly d.mum>'i.-mte thai. lhe pm~S'.l.l·e ,wd vdocil,\" o[ 
dewu8,tiou a l,o • ."rv witlL n*,p<JCt 1.0 <Ji<JnLHIIt size o[ I.he ('-xplosive. 
6.3.2 Effect. of Explosive Element Size and Duration on 
Detonation Pressure and Velocity in AUT ODYN 
6.0 
Effect of elemem I'ize of expk""iYe on the ,ietoll8-t iou pn',,,ure and Yelo"'ity are 
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Figure 6.5: Pressure variation in (l\{bars) for explosive element size of O.3mm at 
a time of 0.7flS from ABAQUS/Explidt 6.4. 
of the detonation front vary with a change in the element size. It is expected 
that after steady detonation is reaclted, the prf',SSuTe Md veroty should remain 
fairly constant. This variation is expected as steady detonation has not been 
modelled as the solution is based on a programme burn. The maximum pressure 
and velocity at an element size of 0.2mrn in figures 6.9 Md 6.10 are less than 
the valuelJ of 28GP" and 81!)(lms- i <lS expected. due to the fact that the finite 
element simulation gives the pressure Md veroty of the detonation products. 
Furthermore, figures 6.ll shows that for aJI eJl:plosive charge of diameter 
18mrn aJld height 15mm, the pressure of the detonation front increases with 
duration meaning that the solution does not converge or Teaches an asymptotic 
values ').$ in the case of the theory of detonation. The detonation pressure at a 
time of 2O].J.S is less than the C-J pressure of 28GPa. 
For a charge of diameter 18= and height 6.34rrun shown in figure 6.12, the 
velocity of the leading front VI is greater thM that at the detonation front VD 
which is in accordance with the theory discl.lf>SOO in Rinehart and P(J<lISOn [211. 
The velocity of the detonation products at the rear VR is also less thM that 
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Figure 6.6: Excessive clcment ddormation caused by a O.4mm element size of 
explo~iye with a dctooation prCSSlllC of over 3711lbars (37GPa) in diagram (B) 
from ABAQUSjExplirit 6.4. 
Figure 6.7: Velocity (cm/~) of detonation products for expioo:;ive element ~ize 
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Figure 6.S: Velocity (cmllls) of detonation products for l'.xplO&ive I'lmnellt si7.e 
of 0.3= from ABAQt:SjExplicit 6.4. 
6.4 Effect of Duration on Finite Element ::Vlodd 
6,4.1 Effect of" Duration on Detonation Pressure in 
ABAQUSjE-xplicit 6.4 
The I'.ffect.s of duration on pressure within the explosive during the detonation 
process is shown in fiSures 6.13. 5.14, and 5.15. The results show an increase in 
detonation pressure as the duration increases. The pressure can be 500Il to be 
lower at the rear of the <'.xpI08ion. 
At 1.41-'b, the loodillg pres&ure in t he axial direction is of a lower pressure 
compared to that at the detonatioo frollt whith &till maintains a higher pressure 
until detonation is complete. The pret:1Sure of the explosive alw depends On the 
dimensions of the explosive. Figure 6.16 shows pcet:1SUTe distribution within the 
explosive of a CY explosive of height. 30mm and radius 9mrn during detonation. 
The pressure 118 saen, is 25GPa which is dose to the C-J pressure of 28GPa. 
The pressure can go far beyond the magnitude of dw C-J pcet:1Sure of 28GPa 
for PE4 depending on t he time and dimensioIll5 of the explosive. This is so 
because, the ABAQUSjExplidt programme doos not limit the C-J pret:1Sure and 
d~ not a.lBo model steady detonation which is independent of time. 
6.4.2 Effects of Duration on Detonation Velocity 1Tl 
A13AQUSjExplicit 6,4 
The effocts of duration on detonation velocity is shown in figUTes 6.17, 6.18 and 
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PRESSURE (kP,; PRESSURE (kP~) 
1 634.-+C7 1 ,66", ~-+O7 
1.470e-+C7 1 (758-+07 
1 3070-+C7 ",,4B9~-+07 
1 144~-+C7 1,3038-+07 
g,003e-+c6 1 11 E8-+07 
8,169 • ..06 9,304~-+O6 
6,5356..08 7.4436-+06 
3,288~..o8 3,722e-tD6 
1 E>34 .. "OC 1861 . 'f<J8 
Element siZEl" OAnYT1 Element sizEl "O,2mm 
Time " 07IJs Time" O.71Js 
Figure 6.9: Figme siluwiug drc'~1 o[ demenl ~iLC uu Ute ddnun.1 inn prc.,.,~urc ai 
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ABS.VEL (mJs) ABS.VEL (m's) 
l.717Hill ~,444HD3 





Element size "O.4mm Element size" O.2mm 
Time = O.7~s Time" 07~s 
FigWT~ iUD, ,hgure sbowing ef[OCl of clement size on lhe detonation velocity at 
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"R~5SI.I"~ 11<'01 
, ~' . oJI 
c r.r.ll.~ 
Ti me = 5,.,. 
~p~,,~ (lo p,) 
2 W',..,)::' 
, <61,0(17 
Time . 15,.; 
PRESSJ...PE (1< = .) " _.-0> 
1 1E I.-o> 
1 '·l..'1 .-o1 
1.3!S.-o> 
I ,,,7. -0' 
1 W E. -OS 
O.coo • ..oo 
T.m< = 1O,JO 
FRE=RE /~ 
, l[! ,~J7 
lDh17 
',-__ J.' 
T mo = 20". 
Fi)l;W:c (j .ll : Figut(1 ShU\\"illg chonge in pressme with respect to time for ~n 
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ASS VEL (""'i; ASS 'vEL (n'i) 
5,9349+03 6 223" +03 
5,3-'1 9+03 560h-+OJ 
4 7479<03 4973.-t{]J 
4 154e..o3 4 356e-tlJ3 
3561 9<03 3.734e-+D3 
2.567 e-+D 3 3112 • ...w 
:< 37 4H\l~ VR 2.48ge..c3 
1 780 • ..00 H67e-+03 
1 167e-+03 1 245HC3 
5934e..c2 
00009..0:1 O,OClle-o(J) 
VE Time" , 151Js VE Tillie " 1 51ls 
VE > VR>VD 
Figllrt· !i,12, F:ffl d of <huMi"lI <Oil du"",uwu vcloci(,y [Will AlTODYK (/,0 fur 
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121 
Figure 6.13: Pressure di5tribution in (JI,Ibars) duriug detonatiou of €Xplooive at 
time of O.7fL5 from ABAQUSjExplidt 6.4. 
Figure 6.14: Pressure distribution in (:>'ibars) during detonation of (>xplOl'ivc at 
a time of 1~ from ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4. 
S, Pn .. ,,"" 








t ~. o~I O-D2 
+,.~ 0-02 
+6.3590-g' 
H. ?$~o- 2 
+3. ~590-g' 
H. lOOo- 2 
+0.0000+[10 
Figur€ 6.15: Prnssure distribution in (llfbars) during detonation of €xplosiV€ at 











6. SinlUlation of Explosive-Structure Interaction 125 
Figure 6.16: Pressure distribution in (Mbars), of a 30mm thick explosive of size 
O.Swm during detonation from ATIAQUSjExplicit 6.4. 
the front. As reported in Rill('llart and P(,Mson [21], the initial vdocity of the 
explooive front increa.ses jw;t after detonation. The velocity at the detonation 
front and at the rear of the detonation front increases with duration. In theory, 
the detonation vdocity at the front doe:s not d.ange once steady detonation is 
reached as opposed to the simulation. The velocity of the detonation products 
in the direction of the blast is higher than that at the rear and at the detonation 
front. 
Figure 6.17: Velocity (cm/i-!s) of detonation products at a time of 0.7i-!8 from 
ABAQUSj&plicit 6.4. 
The results also show that the maximum detonation velocity is time dcp(,.ll-
dent and increasing with relpect to time. In figure 6.20, the vdocity of the 
detonation products for a 20mm thic-k explosive and diameter 18mm is shOVv"Il 
at a time of 2.7i-!S. TIl(' vdority of the front expanding particles move with a 
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Figure 6.18: Ve1Dcity (cm/Il'l) of dMauttiOlI products at a Lill\(' of LOflS [rom 
ABAQUS/ExpliriL (lA. 
Figure 6.19: Veloci ty (cm / llS) of detOllarion pl'oductb at a lulU' of I.I W! from 
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of V. and VK are both higher than t.hal. a l. t.he delnnll.t.i()n fmnl. Vo ~"sho'>'>'D in 
the contour plot. 
V, P!"~itud" 
+5_ 61Z ,,-01 
+5_ HA,,-Ol 
+4.6?6 . - 01 
+4_ Z03~-Ol 
+3.741.-01 
+3_ Z73 ~-01 
+2.806 ,,- 01 
+2_ 338,,-01 
+1. 871 ,,-01 
+1.403.-01 
+3_ 353,,-02 





Expansion of detonation 




Fig;me b.ZO: Simulation uf ~. 20mm I hick ('xplosive showing vari~tion in velocity 
'11. a t.ime of 2.7s from AR-\QUS/h"pli(;il fi.4. 
6.4.3 Effect of Duration on Detonation Prc;;;;urc in 
AUTODYN 6.0 
Effect uf dllr<ltion em del.onllJioll pressure fwm AUTOD'r"'l 6.0 is .,hown in liglln' 
6.21 The simuhlt.i()n showl'; an increa-;e in pressure with dllml.ioll. TIl(, pn:ssure 
of the detmmtioll fWIlI is les.; than that at the C-.T st,lte. Thil'; viUiation il'; nlso 
expected ,~~ ;'trndy drt.onalion has not been mudelled Ch'; the sDiLltiOIl is b,lS(,d On 
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6.5 Effect of Shape of Explosive on Internal En-
ero-v 0.' 
6.5.1 Internal Energy FnllU ABAqUS/£'xplieit 6.4 
The internal energy of the plate subjected to 18mm 25mm and 33mm CY, TC 
and ITC explooives are shown in figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 respectfully. The TC 
loo.ded plates which generally show a higher central defocnw.tion, corresponding 
to a higher strain or pl8Btic energy, absorb6 a higher internal energy compared 
to the CY and ITC loaded plates. The graph of the internal energy of the 33Inm 
TC loaded plate in figure 6.24, is not shown dLle to excessive element deformation 
which terminated the simulation. 
6.5.2 Internal Energy· FI"lHll ALTODYN 6.0 
At the stw"\ of the simulation during the detonation prQC($8, the internal energy 
and total energy of the explosive Me the same. As expansion of the explosive 
continues. the internal energy of the explosive reduCffi rapidly to an 8B}"IIlptotic 
val",; as shown in figure 6.25 for a 2.6g of CY explosive whilst the total energy 
rem.a.in fa.irly con.stant. On intera.ction with the plate at 5.5!-Ls, a slight increa..'lC 
in internal energy of the 0xplooive and a corresponding drop in total energy a..~ 
closely shown in figure 6.26. This behaviour of the slight drop in the total energy 
i,; not clear to the author and therefore needs furtheo- investigations. 
The change in internal energy of the explo.;ive with respect to time is shown 
in figure 6.27. It is shown that the internal energy of the explooive tranBlnitt.e<i to 
the system. increases during the initial interaction with the plate as the eleIumt 
size of the explosive decreases. This is shown in figure 6.27 diagram (B) in a more 
closer look at the influmce of element size on internal energy It is however ~hoWIl 
that the internal merg;s: converges for both element size;; as time progre6SeJ. 
Comparison of the total energy absorbed by the plates from the TC, CY 
and ITC explreivcs are also shown in figure 6.28 from the AUTODYN 6.0 sim-
ulatiorus. It is shown that the rotal energy ahsorbed by the plates subjected to 
the various shape~ of explosive.; VlllJ' due to the loo.d distribution. The higher 
inrernal energy absorbed by the plate b mainly associate<1 with the increase in 
strain energy which is associated with the increase in defonnation of the plate. 
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Figw:e 6.22: Graphs ~ho\\~ng int<""'(l.l (.''''''-gy of pbw~ ~llhj(x:t<xl to lBmm CY, 
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Figure fi.2:l: Grapll6 Ehowiug internal energy of plate:> subjected to 25mm CY. 
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Figure 6.24: Or8p~ showing inti!nul i ""ffK,y of plate> subjected to 33mm CY 
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Figure 6.25: Graphs showing change in total and intp.rnai energy of TO explosive 
of mMS 2.6g with time from AUTOD)-'}< 6.0. 
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Figure 6.26: GrO-ph~ showing point at which plate and explosive interacl for 0-
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(8) Total internal energy up to 50 micro..,ecs. 
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FigllIe 1),27: Graphs sho.ving change in inrernal "nerg.y of ex]>],;;;;v,' wiLh Lime 
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the TO explasive, a higher total energy absorbed by the plate is expected for a 
TC-expl06iwly loaded plate cCIlnj)<U"ed to a IT and ITC loaded pbte!';. 




Results of the expan.sion of th€ explosives during the d€ton.-1.tion proce"B <U"€ 
numerically inwstigatoo in three step; ofthe simulation. The spectrum of colours 
indicate the pressure (stress) di<tribution of the modd (IS shown in figure 6.29. 
For illllstrations of the detonation process, a mass of 2.6g of IS= CY, TO 
and ITO explooives (lTe 1.Wld to show the progression ofthe wave front during and 
flh€T detonation. The element size of the explOllive is O.SmmxO.Smm, while the 
si7.e of plate elrollPIlts is O.8mmx0.4=. The colours corresponding to pressure 
from the simulation indicate the strength of the pressuTe or strrss distribution 
but dO€<> not reprCS8nis the true vallles in reality. 
St €P I 
Simulation of the detonation process of the explosive is shown in a contour plot 
in figure 6.30. Progression of the detonation front from O.4S].l.S to 2].l.S for all 
three explosive shilp€S indicilte il circul<U" detonation front. at high pressure. 
It can be: seen in figure: 5.30, that the CY explosive is consumed faster in 
the vertical direction due to its shorter height comp(lTed to the TC and ITC 
explosives due to its shorter height. At 1.5].l.S, the CY and ITC explosive.~ are 
completely consumed whilst the TO explo.~ives i.s completely coIl5umed at a time 
of 1.8].l.S. 
It can be seen in figure (i.30, thilt the pressure incre(lses ilt the centTe of the 
explooive due to residual heat and pressure which is still present after generation 
of the first (primary) shock-wave as in the case of a real detonation process. 
This C<l.Il \xl clearly seen at a time of 2].l.S. at which the centre is al; a higher 
pressure compared to the other aTeas of the explooion. The prosence of the high 
pressure detonation particles normally ilt V€ry high prCliSUiXl and telIlpPI"ature 
within the explooion, cause;; a multiple of shocks of lesser magnitude compared 
1.0 the primary shock. The issues of multiple shocks are well addressed in Baker 
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Figure 6.28: Graphs showing intf'.rnal energy of plates subjected t o 18mm 25mm 
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Increasing order of pressure In 
spectrum 
137 
Figure 5.29: Figure ~howing spectrum of colours corresponding to pressure vari-
ation in finite element. model rilIlgillg frOIl1 0 to 33GPa. 
Step II 
In this step, interrogat.ion of the COlltact of the explosiw. and the plate top sur-
face is carried out. Figure 5.31 shows interaction of the expMding detonatioll 
products and the plate surface. The figure al~o shov,'S pressnre and stress distri-
bution with explosive and plate respectively as indicated by the colour variation. 
In .figure 5.31. more area of cont"ct i.~ made by the CY explosive on the plate at 
a time of 4.(;)J.S. compared to the TC and HC explosi\'(~;. At 8.21-lS il.nd 1O.21-lS, 
the area of contact by the ITC explosive i~ more than that creat.ed by t.he TC 
il.nd CY explosives due to the proximity of the slant sides to the plate. Figure 
6.31 also tiliaws that the load by the ITC is llltiS localised COll1pw-ed to the CY 
and TC explosive;;;. Although not very clear from the diagrams in figure 6.31 
however, it can also be soon at. a t.ime of 26.4)J.S, that the vertical deformation of 
the plate by the TC explosive it; greater thil.I1 those of the CY and ITC explosive 
indicating a more locali,,;ed effect. Thi.~ shows that the TC and CY explosive 
loaclB are more localised compared to the ITe explosive which is in agrooment 
with the experiment and t.heory dit;cussed earlier. 
Results of the det.onation proclltiS of 25111111 cy, TC and ITC explosives of 
milSS 3.0g are also shown in figures 5.32 and 6.33. The results show similar load 
di.~tribution compared to the 18mm load cases. At times of 8.2!J.s, 1O.2)J.S, and 
17.29).1.S, it i.~ shown in figure 6.33, that the ITC €Xplo~ive it; more uniformly 
distributed compared to the TC and CY explosives which shov." more localised 
load distributioll on the plate snrface. It is also shown that due to the problem 
of contact. interadion betWBell the explosive il.Ild plate, which is related to mesh 
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~'igurf' 6,30: Figurf' showing d~tonation proc~s and pressure distribution within 
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7 
n ,291"" 17.291<" 
Figm" fi.:U: FigLU'" ~howiu3 mteracliou of expauding Vi;;; of CY, TC and ITC 
expl,,,,,i"'''' ,mel ""utour ploL of prei;Slll-e ('tress) ou plat.e in Slep II of t,he simu-
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i __ 
~ , .. 
figlll" (j.:\2: fig,jf,' ~h(JwlJlg J('L<lnaL;OlI proCI'SS amI PH'SSllll' dislJ:ibIJ1.ion w;1.h.iw 
~~mnl CY, TC nnJ ITC r.xpl<lsi\'r.s of nUL'IS ~lUg each [rom ABAQt:S/ExpliciL 
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, 
17.29;<1' 
Figure 6.33: Figure showing interaction of ,,"""panding explffiive and contour plot 
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Stf'P III 
Srcp III is the final step of the simulation prOCeffi. wherein 00 contxt betv.·oon rhe 
explosive is illMe wirh the plarc. The l'.xplosive is then "frozen";J.'l 00 oonLact 
ib made with the plate. The plate abborl:t; the l'.nergy from the l'.xplosive for 
II))J!-ls. The fuml uefurmeol plates are 5hown in figllre 6.34, where the central 
dcformaLion subjected to the TC l'.xplo;ive is higher than that of the CY and 
far greater than that of the ITC explosive. Thinning can also be observed for 
the plate subjected to the TC p.xplosive which may be realil;tic a.~ ddormation 
becomes excC&~ivdy large . 
• rrc ExpIooi ..... 
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Figure 6.34: Figure ~howing deformation of plates subjected to [TC, CY and 
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6.7 Investigating the Detonation Process III 
Al:TODY,," 6.0 
The det<JnatiOll proc~s of the CY, Te and !Te expiQ;ives from the AUTODYN 
6.0 code, is shown in figLlrC 6.35. It is SO'Jl that the detonation process is similar 
to that generated in ABAQ"CSjExplicit 6.4 a:; regards the shape of the wave front. 
The simulat.ion is shown to run from O.15flS to 24.4~s in order tD investigate the 
load distribution on the steel plate. The wave frunt l'efnair~~ circular dUTing the 
d ... >tonation Pl'Ocess until the expiooive charge is completely COlJEtunoo. The CY 
explooiWl is COIlSulIled much c.arliC1: than the Te and ITe explooive along its axis 
at 0.69",",. At l.OJ.lS, the CY explosive has been fully COIlf>UmOO whilst t.he 'Ie 
and ITC explosiv(' arc completely detonated at a time of 1.2flS. It C8Jl be seen 
that the high prHSsure l'egion wit.hin the CxplOllive after complete detonation, 
mows tov,md the axis, This may be due to the fact that a considerable amount 
of presS\Ue is still within the explusiw~ aftl'X the generation of the first primary 
shock wave as it expaJlds as seen mOll) clearly at a time of LOfl-S, 
ExpaJJsion of t.he explosive dl->/,onation particles continue until interaction is 
made with the plate S\Uface as shown in figure 6.36. At 5.0fl-S, the l''xpIO/lives 
have still not made any contact whilst contact is visible at 5.9I-'-s. At. 5.9f1-S, 
it can be seen in figure 6.36 t hat the load by t.he ITC l'.xplusive is much more 
distributod on the plate compared to the CY and TC explosives. It can also be 
seen that I he TC explosive load is more localised at a time of 7.81-'-& compared 
to the CY and ITC (,'xplosivCf!. 
Silllilar obser'v"d.t.ions of t.he expan~iOll and load distribution of the blast on 
t.he plate can be made as shown in figures 6.37 and 6.38 for 25= load cases 
and in figures 6.39 and 6.10. fill' 33nun load cases. 
The final dcfonnation at a t,imeof lOOJl-'-s from the A('TODYK 6.0 simnlatiOll 
i~ shown in figure 6,11. II is shown numerically, that the central defonnation 
of the plate subjcctod to a TC explosive is higher than those of the CY and 
ITC explosive. From figlIT(' 6.11, no significant. thinning is observed in all three 
plates. This can be associatod with a lower ddormation of the plate which is 















Figure fl.:!,"" Fig\ll"e ~h()wulg detonati()n process 'llld j>TeES\ll"e di~lnbulion v,ithill 























Figure li.:{I;: Figllr<- showmg iilkradJOll of CXpa.ll(liil~ 2,og of 18mm CY, TC and 
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Fijl,lU"6.37: Figurr. "i1r.wing deton~.ti()n process ~nd pn,;,sure distrihut,i()ll within 





















Figutl' (j :111: Fii?:\lTe showing illt,'raction of t.!xpandillg :I. Og of 25mm (Y TC' /Iud 
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Figure 6.3rJ: Figure showing d';C(llIalion prO""M ~Il< ! prCfoSure di~tlihl1l.ion ",ith in 
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Figw·p 6.40: FignT<' ~I!owing imer3dio" of ('xpllUding 3.0g of 3.3111ll( CY, TC and 


























Figure 6.4l: Figure showing deformation of plates from AUTOOYN 6.0, sub-












6. Simulation of E·xplo~ive·St.rue t ure Int eraction 151 ---- . 
6.8 Stress Distribution in Plate 
6.S. l Stress Dist.ribut.ion in Plate From ABAQUS/Explicit 
6.4 
The strESS distribution in the plate by the 18mlll, 25mm and 33mm CY. TC 
ro:td ITC I'.xplosivcs of mass 2.6g, 3.0g and 3.6g each, are shown in figure 6.42, 
6.43 and 6.44 respectively_ The load distribution are generruly similar indicating 
localised loading with the maximum pressure occurring around the central area 
of the plate. However, the lood distribution on the plate a'l.'aY from the central 
area by the ITC I'..xplooive is higher t han those of the TC and CY loaded plates 
for the 18mm and 251mIl load cases. The 3.1mm load cases show the lowest stress 
away from the centre of the plat.e. The maximlUIl stress around the central aTea 
of the plate by the CY and TO I'..xplusives are higher than that subject.ed by 
the ITC explosive. This indiC<l.tes that the maximulIl axial momentlUIl of the 
TO and CY explosives are higher than that of the ITC explooive. Tt can also 
be seen tlw.t the pressure distribution by the 25mm TO explosive is not shown, 
indicating the prabll'.lll of excessive element deformation which terminated the 
simulation . 
.... ~ .... "'''''''-~ "' '-"- or .... 0"'_ ~ ~~ ... .... ~-~ " ..... ~ ..... ,.,,- -.... ~. -.- .. _ .... "'''''''-~ "' ~ "" . .,.,- ,- ~~~ 
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Tt\J" d,"-tM>o<io alor>g pa1h 'TOP-PLATE' (em) 
Figure 6.42, Figure showing str<$S distribution of 18= TC, CY and ITC ex· 
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Figure 6.43: FigurtJ showing ftrf'C;S diotrihurion of 25nnn; CY and ITC explosiv"", 
along plate radius from ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4 ~imubtion . 
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Figure 6.44: Figure fhowing stT~ distTibution of 33"nn TC C"{ ,md ITC ex-
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6.8.2 St.ress Distrihut.ion in Plat.e From AUTODYL\" 6.0 
The stress distribution in the plate subjected to CY. TC and ITC explooives 
of mass 2.6g a.r€ shown in figur€ 6.45. As shown, the maximum stress at the 
point of contact of the explosive and plate centre, is higher for t.he ITC explwve 
compared to th€ CY and TC explosh"e6. Thib i~ in contrast to the theory in 
which the pressure at the point of contact by the TC explosive with the high€St 
effecti~ mass is expocted. The reason for this is not very clear and needs further 
investigations both numerically and experimentally. It can be seen t.hat t.he Ioad.~ 
on the structure are highly localised on tll€ plate for all thrw explo€iws. The 
area of load distribution also increases as the diameter of the charge increa8€S. 
The load proille of the CY and TC explosives arc similar due to the similarity 
in the shock-wa~ profiles discussed in chapter 5. 
6.8.3 Compar ison of Theoretical and Prl'dided Shock-
\Vave Profiles 
Comparison of the pressure proilles (shock-waves) from t~ simulations and the 
theory &; explained in chapter 5 are shown in figure 6.46. The figure shows 
similarity h€tweoo the theory and simulation of the explosive with regard to the 
shape of the load profiles during interaction \\"ith the plate. Diagrams (A) and 
(B) of figure 6.46 show that the load distribution of the TC and CY explosives 
arc IllOre locaJ.ised compared to diagram (C) for the ITC explosive in which the 
load interaction area on the plat.e is much wider. 
6.9 Summary 
Investigation'S of the numerical simulations have h€<>Jl well curried out.. It is 
round that th€ shap€ of the shock-wave profile from tJ100ry compa.r-% ,,~l with 
the numerical simulation waV€ proilles obtained in both codes. It is found in 
both numerical codes, that an el€m€Ilt siw of O.8mmxO.8mm for the expl06i~ 
predicted the central defonnation and total plate defonnation I€&Onable W€ll 
for ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4 code and an explosive element size of O.8mmx0.4mm 
for the AUTODv:'{ 6.0 code while the plate element size is kept uniform at 
O.8mmxO.4mm in both codes. Investigations of the energies of the plate in 
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Figure (;,45; Graphs showing stre8S distribution of 18mm. 23mm and 33mm TC 
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ABAQUs/Explicit 6.4 Theory AUTODYN 6,0 
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FiZure 6.16: Figur(' ,JlOwmg; eOmp<lliSOll o[ loa£! profiles [rom ABAQCS, AU-
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Figure 7_1, Figure ~ho\\'ing internal enprgy ah;orption «nd GPntr"j deformation 











7. Numerical Results 159 
It can be seen that the TC explosive cause.; the largest central deformation com-
pared to thp CY and ITC p.xplooivcs. This is in agr{'('J]1P.nt with the experimental 
re.;ults in which the central defornw.tion of the TC loaded plates are generally 
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Table 7.1: Predicted cl'Iltral deformation of plate subjected to 18mm TC, CY 
and ITC exphives from ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4. 
E 20 , • • • • •
• • • • 
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Mass of Explosive (g) 
• WiC-/lBmu S/E~I"it e,~ • l·SGY-/lBAQus.<=~li<>te,~ I 
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' . . -- -- ---. 
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Figure 7.2: Graph showing prcdictPd. cl'Iltral deformation of plate from 












7. ~uIIwrical_ ~e~l~b ____________________ "'"',,0 
7.2.2 25mm Load Cases 
Prediction of the Cf'ntral df'iormation of the platf' subjected to 23mruload cases 
are presented as shown in table 7.2 with figure 7.3 showing il. plot of the results. 
It can be s.om that the TC explooive caused the largest central deformation 
compared to the CY and ITC explo6iV08 as in the ca.~e of the 18mm load casAS. 
Simulation of the experimental results in which capping or partial tearing oc-
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Table 7.2: Table showing predicted c,'ntnll df'fonnil.tioll of plate from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 subjected to 25mm TC, CY and ITC explosives. 
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Figure 7.3: Graph showing predicted central deformation of plil.te from 
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7.2.3 33mm Load Cases 
Prediction of the central deformation of the plate subjeded to 33= load cases 
are present.ed as shown in table 7.3 with figure 7.4 showing a plot of the results. 
Only one point is recorded for the 33TC explo@ve dne to termination of the 
simulation caused by excessive element deformation. Although the results show 
only one value of central deformation by the TC explosive at a ma.ss of 3.6g, it 
can be soon that the TC explu;ivlJ caused the lilrge:st central defonnation of the 
plates compared to the CY and ITC explosives. 
I-rvT,;~s(g) n"f. TC(mm) Def. CY(mm) 
:Hi 18.90 









Table 7.3: P redicted central deformation of plate subjected to 33mm TC, CY 









Mass of Explos ive (g) 
• :l3TC:-ABAQUSIE~Ii<;it~.~ • ~:lC:Y-A.6!QUSlE>Ijl licil; e.~ I 
I .. 3lrrC:_ABft£IU&E~ ldt e • _____ i 
• 
Figure 7.4: Graph showing prediGted centrw deformation of plate from 
ABAQUS!Explidt 6.4 subjocted to varying llUl.ffie5 of 33mm TC, CY and ITO 
explosives. 
)<'illle:rically, the results of the central deformation of the plates subjected 











7. Numerical Results 162 
ABAQUS/~~xpli"it. Ed codc. Thc rrl'mll.s show Ihal. the ~hapB uf an explc.;ive 
drK.'>' have an effect on th" towl defurmatioll of ~ ,t.ruct.ur". 
7.3 Central Deformation Re.sult.s from 
AUTODYN 6.0 
7.3.1 18mm Load Cases 
1'h" predicted re>;ults from I.he simulations usin~ ArTODY1\ 6.0 f()l 18nnn lo«d 
~ases ~J'e shuwn in t.il.ble 7.·1 Illld figcu'o 7,,"j. The resulls shuw that the cen-
tnu ddormal.ioll uf the plates subjP(tf'(j to TC pJ(plo~ivc", il.rC gouer'llly highcr 
th~n t.h()~e of tho ITC explOl'ivffi "lld are slightly highpr thau tho,*, of t.h" CY 













Tlhic 7,4: Table sho\ving prf'(ji"twl 'Hjtr~1 deh)rmnti')IJ of plrll.c suhjcclod 1<:> 
18mm TC, CY rmd ITC explosives from AUTODYK 6.0. 
7.3.2 25mm Load Cases 
Result, of tho celltml deformation of the pl~tf\S for 25mm "h"'B'"" «rC pre>;eIltcrl 
in t"hle 7.5 rmd [igure Hi, The results Ii-om tllP AU1'O])'{'< sinmhtioll~ ~how 
t.hat the "cutnll ddormal.I<m of the plates subjlOCtfld to TC pJ(plo~ivc i~ g>'Ilonuly 















Table 7,5: Table shov;~ng prfldided "culml ddorumlioll of plate from ArTODyl\ 
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Figt;re 7.5: Cmph ~ho,,~ng prpAiict.",,1 central deformation of plate from Al:TO-
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Fi~ure 7.6: Graph ~h(-""ing prpAiict<'Cl central deformation of plate from AUTO-











7. :'\ uIllBrieal Results 164 
7.3.3 33rnrn L01ld C1lst's 
Results of the central defonnatiOil of the plates subjected to 33mm charges from 
the AUroDYN simulations are ~bown in table 7.6 and figure 7.7. The n~ults 
show similar trend compared to the 18= and 25= load. cases in that the 
TC explosive gives a higher central defonnation compared to the CY and ITC 
explooive:s. 
M ass(g) Def. TClmm) Def. CY(mm) Def. ITC(m m ) 
3.0 19.90 17.70 15.40 
3.6 22.70 20.40 17.00 
4.7 22.10 
I 5.9 25.90 
Table 7.(;: Table showing predicted central deformation of plate from AUTODYN 
6.0 subjected to 33unn TC, CY and ITC explooives. 
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Figure 7.7: Graph showing predicted central defonnation of plate from AUTO-
DYN 6.0 subje<..ted to vdrying mus~es of 33mm TC, CY and ITC explooive:s. 
The numerical predictions of the expa:irnents from the AUTODYK 6.0 code 
show that the TC explooive generally gives the biggest central deformation of 
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7.4 Plate Profile Results Subjected to CY: TC 
and ITC explosives 
7.4.1 ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4 Results 
Iu this SectiOIl, coIllparison of lhe plate profile.. subjected to CY, TC a.ud ITC 
explooives of the same mass are presented as shown in figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10. 
The results are presented in this section in order lo numerically highlight the 
difference in defonnatiou of the plate subjected to different shapes of expl08ives. 
Not all the results of the plate profiles are presented in this chapter in order 
to avoid repetit>on. The rest of lhe I"€ffilllts are presented ill chapter 8. The 
numerical results show that the overall deformat>Oll of the plates subjected to 
TC f'-xplosives are highf'.r than those subjected to CY and ITC f'-xplc&Ve:S. 
r 
-C.2 f 






1_ '~TC·3,'~U~at.,.4 •••• , IIITC·~ 2~-.'B/<QIJSiE>+>lidt., 
1-----'~CY-3,'~-.'BI'QLJSIE~c;t. 4 
Figure 7.8: Graphs showing romparisou of plate profiles subjocte<J r,o 18mm CY, 
TC a.nd ITC explosives of mass 3.2g each. 
7.4.2 AUTODY,\ 6.0 R{~;m1t:-; 
0:Jmparison of the plate profile results subjected to the same mass of explosives 
of various diameters from AUTODTI 6.0 are given ill figures 7.11. 7.12 and 
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Figure 7.9: Graplm showing comparison of plate profiles subjected to 25mm CY, 
TO and ITC explosives of mass 3.0g each. 
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Figure 7.10: GraphB showing comparison of plate profiles subjected to 33mm 











1 . Numerical Results 167 
the ITO loaded plate. With the exception of the results in figure 7.11, the TO 
expio;ive generally gives a higher deformation cUlnpared to the OY and ITO as 
shOl.m in figures 7.12 and 7.13. This is in agreement with the ('xpcrim('nts in 
which the TO loado<l plates have a high('.l d.f'iormation compared to the GY and 
ITO luaded plates. 
· 8.". 
· ~ . 3 , 
J. ~ 
" • _~.7 
~ J. 9 
E 
, " 
~ _ ~ .3 
0 -, . ~ , , 
_1 .9 
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1~TC·J.2~...oIJTOOYN e.G 
1..cV_'-"g-AUTOOYN •. 0 
-~-" ~ 
3 •• - • • • 5 
.... ' ~./ 
Figure 7.11: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles subjected to 18mm 
OY, TO and ITO explosives of mass 3.2g oach from AUTODYK 6.0. 
7.5 SUIIlluary 
Results of the predicted plate defufllliItion from the simulatiOllS haw been pre-
sented in tabular and graphical funus, v;~th the central deformation uf the TO 
loaded plates generally showing a higher value compared tu the GY and ITO 
('xplosively loaded plates. The Hlbt of the results uf the plate defurmation are 
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Figure 7.12: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles subjected to 25= 
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Figure 7.13: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles subjected to 33mm 























15.30 15.60 6.10 
17.20 17.40 7.09 
3.7 19.10 18.90 
4.3 8.71 
3.0 20.67 18.76 18.70 8.10 
3.6 22.91 24.80 21.7 9.20 
4.7 10.70 
3.0 19.92 18.90 17.70 8.48 
3.6 21.88 20.04 20.40 10.00 
4.7 1207 
5.9 13.90 
2.6 17.50 lB.30 15.70 6.10 
3.2 18.59 20.30 17.60 6.30 
3.7 6.90 
4.3 7.17 
3.0 20.21 26.40 20.40 7.81 
3.6 24.03 26.50 23.30 B.93 
4.7 10.39 
3.0 19.50 19.90 8.12 
3.6 23.05 26.50 22.70 9.92 
4.7 11.22 
5.9 12.98 
2.6 10.79 9.40 9.80 6.90 
3.2 11.88 10.20 lOBO 7.20 
3.7 10.40 11.40 11.20 7.85 
4.3 11.66 11.18 11.60 8.86 
3.0 15.0B 14.75 15.30 8.82 
3.B 16.69 16.00 17.00 
4.7 20.79 18.40 20.10 
3.0 17.24 15.20 15.40 
3.8 lB.63 17.90 17.60 
4.7 22.BO 22.10 22.10 
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8.2.1 18mm Load Cases 
Results of comparing the p~dictcd and r.xJX'ximentai central deformatiollS for 
18mm CY, TC and ITC explosively loaded plates are shown in figure 8.2. The 
I"f).';ults in (A) a.ud (ll) show t hat the central dt'iormation of the plate for 18nun 
load cases is in good agreement with the e:<periments. Less number of points are 
plotted for the TC and CY explooives compared to those of the ITC explosive 
due to capping or partial tcarillg of the plate around the central area. 
The points plotted outside th€ band means that th€ mod€l overpredicted or 
nnderpredicts the experimental central deformation. The results show good. cor-
r(>Jation by both AllAQUSjExplicit 6.4 and AUTODYN 6.0 codes. with almost 
all the points falling ·within the 90% confid€nce band. 
8.2.2 25rnm Load Case 
Results for the 25mm load cases, are also generally good. v.ith two points pre-
dicted outside the g.(I'7o confidl'.nce band a.s shown in figure 8.3. All the p<Jints 
from the AUTODYK simulations fall within the band compared to th", ABAQ"C"SjExplicit 
simulation which far over-predicts one of th€ TC loaded plates and under-predicts 
one of the ITC explosively loaded plates. Nonetheless, the central deformation 
is g€nerally "",,11 predicted by both codes as shown in figure 8.3. 
It is also shown that th€ central d€fonnation of the plate caw;ed by the TC 
explooive is higher than those caUBed be the CY and ITC explosive of the same 
mass. For partial tearing ()Jode We) and capping, (Mode II) the central ,icfor-
mation is assumed infinite and therefore ignored. In this regard, no comparison 
of the prediction is made with the experiment. 
8.2.3 :l3mm Load Case 
Results of tll€ central deformation for 33nunload cases kU"€ shown in figures 8.4. 
The r€sults a.re generally good and similar to thOS€ of the 18mm and 25= 
load cases in which moot of the points fall within the 90'70 prediction barrel. 
The AUTODYN 6.0 code shows better prediction of the central deformation 
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Figure 8.2: Graphs showing compari5011 of predicted and experimental central 
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Figure 8.3: Graphs showiu.g comparison of pre<lictoo and expf>ximental central 
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Figure 8.4: Graphs showing eomp;uisoll of predicted and p.xpf'rimf'-Iltal eentral 












8.3 Plate Profile Results 
Comparison of the predicted and experimental central deformation is a neces-
bary condition for validating tM effe.:.t.iveness of the finite element progrmnroo 
but not a sufficient condition. Prediction of tbe plate profiles cOll.'liders the to-
t.al defonnation of the plate and therefore should be coru;idered (IS a bufficient 
condition for the prediction of plut.e deforma.tion_ Compari&on of the plate pro-
files in this wock is limited to l\lode I deformation. Comparison of the results 
from ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4, AUTODYJ\' 6.0 nnd experimental pla.te profilffi are 
presented. 
In addition, the profliffi of the simulation.~ and experiments are obt.uined from 
the unden;ide of the plates as the deformation is smoother compared to the top 
surface which is normally not smooth due to excessive element deformation nnd 
node penetrlltion of the IllMter burfa.ce into the ~lave node, 11ris problem is 
observed from the ABAQUSjExplicit simulation as can be seen in figure 8.5 
where the surface of a plate after interaction with an explosive is di~torted. The 
problem of indentat.ion is not. o~erve<l in the AUTODYN 6.0 ~imulatiorn;. 
Q"torte" ,"r:oc~ cau"," 
~y rode pa.,etratoo 
L 
Fioal defo-meo >"a:s 
at erd 0' sirc~latioo 
E XPJr~ ng 
cxo"o",vc .. as 
r--.ooe penetra:'oo ca~sing 
axceSSN~ el~rcert 
defo,matior 
Figure 8.5: Figure showing distortion of plate surface from ABAQUS/Explicit 











S. Comparison of Numerical and Experime,n.~t~""l .Re~,"ul~t"",--____ ,.7.6" 
8.3.1 Plate Profile Results for 18mIn CY Explosives 
Comp.'lrison of the cxpcrimp"ntal and predicted plate profile results from both 
AlTODTI 6.0 and ABAQUSjExplicit codes subjected. to l8mm L"Yexplosives 
of villying mll.<;&C8 arc shown in figurC8 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8. A~ shown, the results 
compare well with the experiment a.s regards the total deformation and shape of 
the experimental plate profiles. 
Plate Radius (em) 
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Figure 8.6: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4. AUTODTI 6.0 and experiment for 2.6g 
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Figure 8.7: Graphs sllim-iug comparL~n of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4, AUTQDYN 6.0 and experimellt for 3.2g 
of 18CY explosive. 
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Figure 8.8: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experimeut for 3.7g 











8. Comparison of Numerical and Experimental R esults 
8.3. 2 Plate Prollle Resnlt.s for 18nnIl TC Explosives 
Comparison of the predicted and experimental plate profiles subjected to 18mm 
TC explosive loadings are shown in figures 8.9 and 8.10. The ~hapIJ of thIJ plate is 
generally OOttffi: predictoo 'with AGTODYN 6.0 compared to the ABAQUS!Explici t 
6.4 code. The central defonnation of the plate is slightly over-predicted by the 
AllAQlJS!Explicit 6.4 code and llnderpredicted by the AUTODYN 6.0 code. 
The rkformation towards the edge of the plate shows that both codes underprc-
dieted the defonnation. 
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Figure 8.9: Graphs showing oomparison of plate profiles from 
A13AQlJS!Explicit 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experiment fa.: 2.6g 
of lSTC explosive. 
8.3.3 Plate Profile Results for 18mll1 ITC Explosives 
Rrnults of the predicted plate profiles subjected to ITC explosives by both codes 
are not generally good compared to the experiment as shown in figures 8.11, 
8.12 and 8.13. The defonnation is largely under predicted by both cod"" around 
thIJ umtral a;rIJa of the platIJ radiub. The ~hap" of thIJ platIJ is howIJver, OOttlJr 
predided by the AUTODYN 6.0 code OOlllparIJd AllAQUS!Explicit 6.4 code. 
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Figure 8.10: Graphs shov,ing comparison of plate profilffi from 
ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4. AUTODYN 6.0 and ,-,xjX'.rim,-.nt for 3.2g 
of It!TC explosive, 
deformat ion is not a sufficient parameter to validate the plate prediction. The 
total deformation aka hflll to be oonsid~recl in ord~r to make meaningful pre-
dictions. Although both codes predicts the central deformation of the plate, 
however, the total defonnation of the plate is bctter predicted with the AUTO-
DYN code comp,u-ed to the ABAQUS!Expli6t 6.4 code. In addition, the shape 
of the plate is better predicted for localised loading conditions. 
8.3.1 Pl,lte Profile Results for 25mm CY Explosives 
Comp,u-ison of predicted and experimental plate profilp's,u-e shown in figures 8.14 
and S.15. The res1l1t~ ,u-e gen...".ally good for wth C~ showing that accurate 
prediction can be obtained for CY explosive loaded plates. Both codes predicts 
the total deformation and shape of the plate. The resnlts are similar to those 
for the lSrnm CY load cases a.s regards predicting the total deformation of the 











8. Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results 
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Figure 8.11: Graphs showing comparison of plate profile!< from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 5.4. AUTOD'DJ 5,0 and experiment for 2.6g 
of 18ITC explosive. 
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Figure S.12: Graplu; showing compariSQll of plate profiles frum 
A13AQUS/E'.xplicit 5.4, AUTODY~ 5.0 and experiment fur 3.2g 
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Figure 8.13: Graphs showing comparison of plate profile; from 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6_4, A"CTODYK 6.0 and experiment for 3_7g 
of 18ITC explosive. 
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Figure 8.14; Graphs showing comparison of plate profile; from 
ABAQCS/Explicit 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experiment for 3.0g 











8. C:olllpul"i3011 of :'\ umerical and Experimental Results 
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Figure 8.15: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4, AUTODYK 6.0 and experiment for 3.6g 
of 25CY explosive. 
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8.:3.5 Plate Profile Results for 25mm Te Explosivps 
Results ofthe plate profiles subjected to 25mm TC explosivetl are shown in figures 
8.16 and 8.17. The results shovr an over-prediction of the total deformation from 
the AllAQUS!Explicit 6.4 code compared to the ACTODYN 6.0 eo<lp which 
a.ccuratply prwicts th€ total df'fO£mation and th€ shap€ of thP platp. The results 
am also similar to thU3-€ given by th€ 18mm TC pxplosives in which dclorma.tion 
of the plat€ is ov€f-predictoo by the AllAQUS cod€. 
8 .3.6 Plat<~ Profile Results for 25rnrn ITC Explosives 
Figures 8.18 and 8.19 show comparioon of the predicted and experimental plate 
profililS subjectw to 3.0g and 3.6g of pxplosi-w::s not;pectively. The results show 
that the predicted dEiormations are similar for both AUTODYN 6.0 and 
ABAQCS!Explicit 6.4 codes. The central deformation is reasonably predicted 
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Figure tl.16: GraphB showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4, AUTODTI.' 6_0 and experiment fOT 3.0g 
of 25TC explosi\'e. 
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Figille 8.17: GraphB showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS!Explicit 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experiment rOT 3.61', 
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Figure 8. Uk Graphs shov.ing comparison of plat.e profiles from 
ABAQUS!Explicit. 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experiment. for 3.0g 
of 25ITC explosive. 
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Figure 8.19: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4, AUTODYN 6.0 and experiment for 3_6g 
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8.3.7 Plate Profile Results for 33mm CY Explosives 
Result of the plate profile for 33= CY explosive is genfU'ally good and similar 
to thOllf> of 25mrn CY il.nd 18rnm nxpiosivBiy loaded plates as shown in figures 
8.20 and 8.21. The central deformation and plate profile can be 8ileIl to be 
reasonably predicted with slight underprediction of the ce:ntml deformation by 
both thn AI3AQUSjExplicit 6.4 !md AUTODYN 6.0 codes. 
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Figure 8.20: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplidt 6.4, AUTOD'i'N 6.0 and f'xp<Jriment fur 3.Ds 
of 33CY explosive. 
8.3.8 Plate Profile Results for 33mm TC Explosives 
Figure 8.22 shows comparison of thp plate profiles subjected to 33= TC ex-
plooive6. The total defonnation and plate profiles by the AUTODTI code 
shows a good mil.tch with ilIl oVfUe6tilIlil.tion of the central deformil.tion by the 
ABAQUSjExplicit code. 
8.3.9 Plate Prollle Results for :33mm ITC Explosives 
Resultl; of the plate profiles subjected to 33mrn fTC explosives are ShO\Vll in 
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Figure 8.21: Graphs showing romparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4, AUTODYK 6.0 and experilll€nt for 3.6g 
of 33CY explosive. 
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Figure 8.22: Graphs sbuwing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4, AL-TODYN 6.0 and experiment for 3.6g 












8. Comp"rioon of' l'\nmeric"l and Experiment"l Results 
pielt" hut iel,.g.,]y unde,. pnxild the ddWHmt iOH a~ ran hi; seen in figurE'(; 8,25 
and 8.26. 
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Fig'lie lI.n: Graphs ~ho"jng comparison c[ plaLc Pfoti\es from 
AlJAQUS/Explicil (;.4, Al:TODY!\ 6.0 and ('.xpet'imelll for :J.i~" . . 
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Figure 8.24: Graphs showing oomparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4, AUTODTI 6.0 and experiment for 3.6g 
of 33ITC explosive. 
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Figure 8.25: Graphs showing comparison of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4, AUTODTI 6.0 and experiIll€nt for 4.7g 
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Figure 8.26: Graphs showing comparisoll of plate profiles from 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.4, AUTQDYN 6.0 and experiment for 5.9g 
of 33ITC f',.xplmive. 
8.4 Summary 
189 
Comparison of both the central deformation and plate profiles from the sim-
ulation with the experiments have heen carrifJd out. The rf)Suits show some 
success by the codes in prooiding localised loading but fail in some cases to 
predict deformation cau.;fJd hy the ITC o:>xplosive of small€r diameto:>rs. How<N€r, 
it is rocomm€UdfJd that =0:> rm:earch I~ to b" ca.n:ifJd out for othfJr shapes 













Discussion of Experimental and 
Predicted Results 
9.1 Introduction 
Rp,.;ult,s from thE Ex!'""i rnp~jt" and simubtions OJ:e discussed in thi~ chapl Or. The 
effects of shape and mass of the expIQSi,'c~ On Ihe lol<u plalE dHforrn"tiou ~nd 
impllls., results itI" diS<~lL'OJ(_,L 
9.2 Discussion of Experimental Results 
9.2.1 Effects of Shape and l'vIass of Explosive on Central 
Deformation of Plate 
A~ di~w,;"d in chil[ltEr 5, t,hH ~happ of t.hE sh(l<:k-w~VE profile which depends 
Oil the s!:lilp" of thE explo~ivE dLil.rgH, dHt.Errniu><:; t,hH l()~d di-,tribution on the 
~tructllrH during mter!l.<tioll. For a TC ""pl()sivE, thH effectiw m~ss is higher 
than tho,;" of the CY llnd ITC explosiv,," and load ~, highly 1"""li""".-1_ g"nArally 
causing a higher central deformation of I. he plate. 
The central deformation of the phles is dependeul Llpon the Eff<lCtivE rn~", 
of til<, explosi vc ilS dis<'ussc'{] iu cl:lil.pl Cr ii, Thc effectivE rn'L'C~ of the expl()sivRS as 
disclI.""yj cilrlier, itre repcil.led hcre for d;1,rity in figllre !J1. The effectivE Hl~", 
of thE Explo~lvf<:; in figmE 9.1 i., sh()"O:I for 18nLll1. 2,)rnm "ud 3.3mm 10M cases 
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wavc by the TC I'xpiu;;ivc. The ShapCll are drawn to scale in order to relate the 
relative central defonnation of the plate obtained from the experim.!'nt and the 
dfcctive mass of the explosives. Since the I'ifcctive m!lS8 of the TC explooive 
charge 18 bigger than thosc of the CY and fTC explOf;ive8, it is expected that 
the deformation of the TC loaded plate1l Me generally higher compared to tho.'lC 
of the CY and fTC rxplosives. 
For the 25mm load cases; the height of the explooives are lower than those 
of the 18mm load cases. It can be socn that all the I'xploo;ives of the TC chMge 
contribute to the axial momentum of the plate as opposed to the CY and ITC 
explosives. Due to the higher eHective mass of the TC I'xplooive, it can be seeu 
that the TC loaded pla.te C!l.1.IS€l; the highest central defonnation compared to 
the CY and fTC loaded plates. 
For the 33= load casc:s in which the I'ifectivc mass of the TC expl08ivc i8 
maximum, the depth of the shock-wave i8 bigger than those of the CY and fTC 
explosives. AIl shown for the 33mm load cases, side l~ of the 33CY expl08ivc 
is rodllccd 8ignificantly, meaning that a bigger Cf'.lltral deformation of the 33TC 
loaded plates slightly higher than that of the 33CY explosively loaded plates is 
rxpoctcd. Although the I'lfcctive mass of the TC I'.xplooivc is highr.r than that 
of the CY I'xpl08ivc, howcV!'£. the central ddormation of the mc loaded plate 
is slightly less than that of the 33CY loaded plate which may be attributed to 
an I'xperimental error. The effective mass of the explosives can be increased. by 
increasing the charge diam ter and dccrmsing the hl'ight of the I'xplosive. 
Because the axial monU'.ntum at the centre of the expk .. ~ive i8 g{~nl'.rally higher 
for the TC explosive than those of the CY and ITC explosives, the central 
deformation of the plate sllbjcctod t.o the TC loaded plates i8 expected to b€ 
higher. The results al80 show that the bigger the Ill,W; of expklsive, the bigger 
the central defonnation of the plate. Tills i8 also confirmed from the re>:<ults 
presented in previows results in the literature as reported by Nurick and Radford 
[2]. The results clearly show that the deformation of a structure subjected to 
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Fig11rp 9.1, Fizurt1 sho,,~ng S"h'""ilti"" of th" df,~tiv" un_S of Itlllllll, 2"llllll il!ld 
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9.2.2 Comparison of the Expl'riIncntal and Predicted Plate 
Profile Rc.sult.s 
From the ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 simulations, the experimental and predicted 
plate proHlcs Wmerally show good 1".orrelation for ~]l diameters and shapes of 
explosive, with the exception of the 18mm ITC expl06ives which failed to pre-
dict the experiment as regards the profile. The reason for this is not quite 
dear but may be attributed to the probkm of unrealistic pres'lure distribution 
on the surface of the plate ot tJlat of m61h problem. Some of the results of 
the predicted oontra.l deformation of the plate subjected to TC explosives in 
the ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 code show slight over-prediction compared to the ex-
periment, indicating a highly loc.aiL'led load during the simulation. Unlike the 
ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 code. no over-prediction of the expcrimenta.l deformation 
is oblerved from the AUTODYN 6.0 simulations. Wlth the exceptioo of the 
18mm ITC explooives, the results are generally good as regards the Cl'.ntral de-
formation and shape of the plate profiles as the dia.mct.cr of the chm-ge increases 
",rith correlponding deo:Te&e in charge height. 
Results from the AUTODYN 6.0 simulations show a similar trmd to th06C 
predicted by the ABAQUSjExplicit 6.4 r.ode and experiment:<; in that the TC 
explooiwloaded pJatffl show a higher deformation compared to the CY and ITC 
explooives. The defocllUltion and shape are reasonably pnrlictcc\ compared to 
the (,'xperiml'.nt with the cxc0ption of the ITC (''xpl.o6ively loa.ded plates that 
were largely ,mderprcc\ict.ad predicted by both code;. The problem of element 
dl'iormation of the plate is not reported for tJIC AUTODYN 6.0 simulation<;, 
as oppulCd to the AI3AQVSjExplirit 6.4 simulations in whi('h the simulation 
sometimes terminate; due to clement deformation. 
Although the r.odes do not reasonably prOOict tJIC ddorrnation caused by the 
ITC l'.xplasive, however, results from tJIC simulat.ions show that bot h numerical 
codes show the influence of shape of solid explO'lives on interaction with a struc-
tucc. The results aloo show that the central ddorrnation of th(' plate i~ not a 
sufficient condition to invcstigat.c the influence of shape of the explosive, but the 
entire plate deformat.ion (profile) should be investigated. 
Result:<; of the ratio of the predicted oontral deformation of the plate by the 
CY and ITC explosives to thase of the TC explosives against the ratio of their 
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figures 9.2 obtained from the AL'TODYK 6.0 code show a reasonable correlation 
between the ratio of the Cf'.lltral deformation with thooc of the ratio of th('ir 
respective effective masses compared to the re:rults by the ABAQUS/Explicit 
6.4 code which do not show good oorreiation. It can also be observed that the 
ratio of the CY to TC central deformation is higher than the ra.tio of the central 
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Figure 9.2: Figure showing ratio of the central deformations (CY /TC, ITC/TCl 
from AUTODYK against ratio of thf'ir respective effective masses. 
9.2.3 Effpct of Shapp of Explosive Charge on Impulse 
It is generally shOWIl in all the resuits of the impulse, that the ITC explooive giyes 
the highest impultie of the hlasl fr·OUl the eXpl'.riments with the TC explooives 
given the lowest YJ.lues as given in chapw.r 4. For the ITC explrnives however, 
the strength of the shock-wave is less axially, hut strongf'.r on the slant sides 
due to the close proximity to the plate as the detonation products a.re mootly 
directoo to the plate. This means that moot of the detonation products from 
the slant sides will interact ",ith the plate in a much wider area compared to the 
CY and TC ('xplosive cltarges. Although the effective mass of the TC explosive 
charge is generally high('Y than those of the CY and ITC charges, rffiUlts of the 
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Figure 9.3: Figure showing ratio of the oontral defonllations (CY JTC, ITC/TC) 
from ABAQUS agairult ratio of their rEl3pective effoctive masses. 
charges. This means that the £lr€a of interaction influences the impulse much 
more than the mass of the charge as discussed in the next sections. 
9.2.4 Effect of Diameter of Charge on Impulse 
The effect of diameter of load application On impulse can be experimentally 
investi!';ated. In order to achieve this, the mases and shapes of the explosives 
should L-e the same with varying diameters. Figure 9.4 shows plots of the impulse 
and mass of explosives for 25nun and 33mm load cases. Results of the 18mm 
load cases are not included due to the fact that the masses are not the same with 
those of the 25= and 33mm load cases. The impulse can be seen to inCI"eilSe< 
as the mass of the charges of each shape increilSe<_ Hem-·ever, it can a\w be seen 
in figure 9.4, that althcHlgh the masses and shapes of the explC<>ives moe the same, 
the 33mm load cases show a higher impulse than the 25mm load cases due to 
the higher load area of the 33mm load cases than the 25mm load cases. It is also 
expected that the impulse of the 18mm load cases of the same masse as three 
of the 25mm and 33mm load cases are lower, due to the smaller load area. Far 
example, the impul'!e measuroo hy an 18= CY c}"u-ge of mass 3.2g is 7.09Ns 
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charges of mass 3.0g each. Likewise. the impulse of t.he 18mm TC explooive 
charge of ma&; 3.2g is 6. INs, compared to impulses of 7.81~s and 8.12Ns for the 
25= and 33= charges respectively. Furtbennore. the impulse of the 18mrn 
ITC explosiw charge is 6.9Ns compared to 8.62Ns and 8.48Ns for 25mm and 
33mm ITC charges of nli1S3 3.0g ea.ch. 
From the results presented in figure 9.4, it can be seen that the impulse 
increases fill the mass of explosive increases. Theoretically, equation 9.1 shows 
that the impulse is directly pTOportional to the product of square of the radius 
and height of explosive. where I is impulse of blast, r is minimum radius of 
load area on the target structure 11. the height and fJ the density of explosiW. 
This meanll that the impulse is more se1l8itive to the radius than the height 
of the charge. Although, the height of the 25= charges is higher than those 
of the 33mrn load cases, it can be seen in figure 9.4 that at the same llliISS€l3, 
the influence of t.he area of load applicat.ion is gr&1.ter than that of the height 
of the explosive. However, it should be acknowledged that determining the 
impulse theoretically is a challenging and complex issue and therefore noods 
further investigations. 
(9.1) 
9.2.5 Effect of Height of Explosive Charge on Impulse 
Although results of the impulse shown in figure 9.4 is relawd to the diameter 
of the charges, haw~ver, the height of the charg~ should also be oonsid~red. As 
discussed in chapt.~r 2, the thicker the explosive, the lower the momentum of t.h~ 
detcnation products at the rear end. Because the height of the 25= charges 
are bigg~r than those of the 33mm charges. it is expected that the detonation 
products at the rear end of the 33mm load cases are much higher in momentum 
than those of the 25= load cases. The eff~ct of tJl~ bigg~r height may contribute 
to the lower impulse meat;ured by the 25= charges compared to the 33mm 10<ld 
cases. The height of the 18mm load cases are much bigger than thooe of the 25mm 
and 33mrn 10<ld cases. In this regard, a lower impulse of t.he blast by an 18mm 
load charge of the same maSS and shape as those of the 25= and 33mm load 
cases is ~xpocted. 
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Figur" 9.4: Craph~ ~howillg impulse ,·s. ulaSS of cxpJ0."ive at the same ma,,~ j()T 











9. Discussion of Experimental and Predicted Resulb" _____ -""9"'8 
of expl06ive are plotted iJS shol';n in figure 9.5. The range of ratio of (>'xpl08ive 
mass to impuJ.w, of blast is 0.32 to O.59(gjNs). The l'<'\'lults also show that iJS the 
charge diameter increase; with a corresponding decrease in charge height, the 
ratio of mass to impulse incmases with the TC explosiw giWJl the h.ighPSt value. 
"I " , I , , • , , 
':; .. • . - " • *, • ~+.: ~ • 
,~~--__ --c--c--c--c ____ --c 
o 2 • , • 10 12 ,. " 
Height ot Explosiv, (mm) 
. 18CY _ 18TC .. 18rTC x 25CY ~ 25TC 
• 25rTC + 33Cy - 33TC - 33rIC 
Figure 9.5: Figure showing ratio of explosiv'" m(l.~impulse vs. height of explo-
SIve. 
9.3 SUIlllllary 
Attempts have been made to try to address tlw influence of shape of a solid 
explosive on the deformation of the plate and the impulse measured by the 
pendulum. It is found that the cmrtral ddormation of the plate is depmdent 
on the effective mMS of the explosiw wh;l% th", impulse is dependent on the 
mass, height and diameter of the explosive charge. It is g<'Jlerally obs(>yw,c:i 
that thP bigg<'y the explosive charge. the bigger the impulse for explosives of 
the s= mass. It is also generally found that the load area inflU<'Ilces the 
impulse muc.h more than the mass of the explosive irrespective of the shape 
of the explosives. In this no,gard, conclusions and recommendations are made 













causes a more ~v,",a..u.;;'vu. 









































































































































































































A. Explosive Dimensions Table 216 
A.I Photographs of Explosive Moulds 











A. Expio"ivH DimHn"ions T"hle 217 











A. Explosive DilIlensi"oon",,,T"""bol", _______________ ~2"'~8, 
- 33mm load Cases 













Figme 13.1 sbows tIl<, pendulum Il'hen dj,;placed by the bla~t w,we. The impulse 
of an objed is genemlly giv,m 11-' S]UlWil in cqwuion 13.1. 
(B_1 ) 
wh",." M is Ihe [utallllaH, and xois (he initial '-elocitf_ for thp pendulum, too 
"'Illation ()f moti()n o[ is give.n ill' shown in equation 8.2. 
d'x d-x M 
M-- +C - - -\Jx = (} 
dt' dt R 
(R.2) 
whenl x is the hmiwnt.,d d.i~pL""lllell1" C iS 1.he damping coefficient, and R the 
radius of the pendulum moti()n, TIl<! soj1ll.;on for I he boriwut.al rlispiaccll1CHI. is 
gh-en in equation R:j. 
x = e-~t~ SiU(Wdt: w, (B,;)) 
.B = fI, w,,\ = 'f, l i~ the period o[ I,he oscillation of the penduhml If Xl j,; the 
di~planmwnt. of the 1*,~ld1l1ulll [or a (;nx, of t _ * and X, for a time of t -= \r, 
then solving for "" and X2 y"dd" (he wlU[iorL~ ulllA awl B ,S. 
_l!..C _ T 
















13. lrnpulsc Calculation 
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If X2 are 
can 
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